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1. In which of the following statement opening stock is shown?  

a) Profit and loss account  
b) Balance sheet  
c) Cash flow statement  
d) Owner’s equity 

2. Which of the following is (are) example(s) of non distributable profit?  
a) General reserve  
b) Accumulated profit and loss (credit balance)  
c) Revaluation reserves  
d) None of the given options 

3. Which of the following Organization converts raw material into finished goods?  
a) Trading concern  
b) Manufacturing concern  
c) Merchandising concern  
d) Service concern 

4. In firms cash flow statements, which of the following would appear as a cash outflow? 
  a) The payments for share in a company whose shares are treated on a stock exchange  

b) A decrease in trade debtors over the course of an accounting period  
c) Money received as a result of issuing new shares  
d) Money received as result of selling fixed assets 

5. Which of the following particular/s is/are included in receipt voucher?  
  a) Name of organization 
  b) Bank receipt  
  c) Date  
  d) All of the given options 
6. Which of the following is an example of direct materials cost? 
  a) Production worker’s wages  

b) Depreciation expenses  
c) A piece of wood for the production of chair  
d) Polish and finishing material for chair 

7. Expenditure incurred in acquiring the patent right for the business is an example of:  
a) Revenue expenditure 

  b) Capital expenditure  
c) Deferred revenue expenditure  
d) Administrative expenditure 
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8. Cash book is a part of _______ . 
  a) Voucher  

b) General Journal  
c) General Ledger  
d) Trial Balance 

9. What will be the entry of disposal of an asset at cost price?  
a) Debit Fixed Asset Disposal and Credit Fixed Asset Cost  
b) Debit Accumulated Dep. and Credit Fixed Asset Disposal 
c) Debit Cash / Bank and Credit Fixed Asset Disposal  
d) None of the given options 

10. ABC co. has a capital of Rs. 100,000, Long Term Liabilities Rs. 50,000, net profit during the year Rs. 15,000 and the 
amount of total liabilities is Rs 175,000. What will be the amount of Current Liabilities?  

a) Rs. 20,000  
b) Rs. 150,000 
c) Rs. 10,000  
d) Rs. 25,000 

11. A manufacturing concern has Raw material of worth Rs. 100,000, Direct Labor Rs. 75,000 and Factory Overhead Rs. 
50,000. The amount of Conversion cost will be:  

a) Rs. 150,000  
b) Rs. 175,000 
c) Rs. 125,000  
d) Rs. 225,000 

12. The Sales Returns Day Book would include:  
a) Goods bought on credit  
b) Fixed Assets bought that are inappropriate for business 
c) Stock that customers have returned 

13. Which of the following is (are) item (s) of cost of goods sold statement?  
  a) Purchase of raw material  
  b) Any tax/freight paid on purchases  
  c) Any expense incurred on carriage/transportation of raw material purchased items  
  d) All of the given options 
14. Which of the following voucher is used to record transactions that do not affect bank & cash?  
  a) Journal Voucher  
  b) Receipt Voucher  
  c) Payment Voucher  
  d) Nominal Voucher 
15. What would conversion costs if costs of raw materials, direct labor costs, and manufacturing overhead costs 
Rs.80,000, Rs.50,000, and Rs.60,000, respectively?  
  a) Rs.130, 000  
  b) Rs.110, 000  

c) Rs.140, 000  
d) Rs.190, 000  

16. A form that allows individuals to compare their personal bank account records to the bank's records of the 
individual's account balance in order to uncover any possible discrepancies is known as:  
  a) Bank statement  

b) Income statement  
c) Financial statement  
d) Bank Reconciliation statement 

 
 
17. Cash and other resources that are expected to turn to cash or to be used up within one year of the balance sheet 
date are called:  



a) Current liability  
b) Current assets  
c) Fixed assets  
d) Long-term assets 

18. An accounting system is used by a business to:  
a) Analyze transactions  
b) Handle routine bookkeeping tasks  
c) Structure information  
d) All of the given options 

19. Particulars Rs. Opening written down value of machine 3,75,000 Cost of machine 50,000 Depreciation during the 
year 11,500 Closing written down value (WDV) of the Machines ?  

a) Rs. 4,13,500  
b) Rs. 4, 25,000  
c) Rs. 3, 36,500  
d) Rs. 61,500 

20. Expenditure incurred in acquiring the patent right for the business is an example of:  
a) Revenue expenditure  
b) Capital expenditure  
c) Deferred revenue expenditure 
d) Administrative expenditure  

21. Total assets - Total liabilities =? 
  a) Owner’s Equity  

b) Expenses  
c) Retained earnings  

  d) Net profit 
22. What will be debited, if business bought goods on credit from Mr. Ali?  
  a) Purchases account  
  b) Mr. Ali account  

c) Cash account  
  d) Sales account 
23. Prepaid rent given in the Trial Balance will be treated as a (an):  
  a) Asset  

b) Liability  
c) Revenue  
d) Deferred expense 

24. A business event which can be measured in terms of money and must be recorded in books of accounts is called:  
a) Condition  
b) Transaction  
c) Information  
d) Record 

25. Which one of the following is NOT a feature of sole proprietorship business.  
a) Easy Formation  
b) Easy Dissolutions) Unlimited Liability  
d) Separate Legal Entity 

 

  



26. Which of the following assets is most likely to appreciate rather than depreciate?  

  a) Land  
b) Motor vehicles  

  c) Plant and machinery  
  d) Fixtures and fittings 
27. Which of the following item needs to be entered in the Cash Book in order to bring it in line with the entries on the 
Bank Statement?  

a) A bank charges  
b) An error on the Bank Statement  
c) An uncredited deposit  
d) An unpresented cheque 

28. Wages paid to laborers working in the manufacturing department is treated as an expense of:  
a) Cost of goods sold  
b) Administrative expenses  
c) Selling expenses  
d) Marketing expenses 

29. Bad debts written off (given in adjustment) always affect the:  
a) Debtors account  
b) Creditors account  
c) Cash account  
d) Capital account 

30. Carriage paid Rs. 50 for the newly purchased machinery if debited to carriage account will effect:  
  a) Only carriage account  
  b) Only machinery account  
  c) Both carriage and machinery account  

d) None of the given options 
31. Cost of goods manufactured - opening work in process + ending work in process =?  

a) Cost of goods sold  
b) Prime cost  
c) Conversion cost  
d) Total factory cost 

32. If cost of sales is Rs. 95,000, income from sales Rs. 200,000 and operating expenses Rs. 300,000. What will be net 
result?  

a) Rs. 1, 95,000 Losses  
b) Rs. 1, 95,000 Profits  
c) Rs 1, 05,000 Profits  
d) Rs1, 05,000 Losses 

33. What is the proper order of the following steps in the accounting process? I. Prepare and analyze the trial balance II. 
Record relevant transactions and events in a journal III. Analyze each transaction and event from source documents IV. 
Post journal information to ledger accounts  

a) III. IV. I. II.  
b) II. III. IV.  
c) III. II. IV. I  
d) III. II. I. IV. 

34. All of the below items are directly recorded by bank without intimating the business until the end of month, EXCEPT:     
 a) Bank Charges  
b) Interest on Overdraft 

  c) Un-presented Cheques  
d) Direct Receipts 
 
 



 
35. Which of the following is Not an Asset Account?  

a) Plant & Machinery  
b) Loan to XYZ co.  
c) Cash at Bank  
d) Loan from ABC co. 

36. A balance of pass book written in brackets ( ) by the bank is known as: 
   a) Favorable balance for customer  

b) Unfavorable balance for bank  
c) Unfavorable balance for customer  
d) None of the above 

37. Total Sales are calculated by adding:  
a) Cash sales and cash received from debtors  
b) Credit sales and cash received from debtors  

  c) Cash sales and credit sales  
  d) Cash ales and credit purchases 
38. In the cost of goods sold statement, the sum of labor cost and the factory over head is known as:  
  a) Conversion cost  

b) Prime cost  
c) Total factory cost  
d) Cost of goods manufactured 

39. Outsider’s claim against the assets of the business is called:  
a) Capital 

  b) Liability  
c) Expense  
d) Income 

40. Which of the following particular/s is/are included in payment voucher?  
a) Name of organization  
b) Cash payment  
c) Date  
d) All of the given options 

41. Goods returned by Mr. B amount to Rs. 4,000. The entry in the books will be: 
  a) Mr. B is Debit Sales Returns is Credit  

b) Sales Returns is Debit Mr. B is Credit  
c) Mr. B is Debit Accounts Receivable Credit  
d) Purchases Return Debit Mr. B is Credit 

42. A form that allows individuals to compare their personal bank account records to the bank's records of the 
individual's account balance in order to uncover any possible discrepancies is known as:  

a) Bank statement  
b) Income statement  
c) Financial statement  
d) Bank Reconciliation statement 

43. Following information is available relating to a manufacturing concern: Cost of Goods Sold Rs. 245,000 Purchases Rs. 
250,000 Freight Inward Rs. 5,000 Closing Stock Rs. 25,000 What will be the amount of Opening Stock? 
  a) Rs. 15,000  

b) Rs. 10,000  
c) Rs. 25,000  
d) Rs. 20,000 

 
 
 
 
 



44. Wages outstanding given in the trial balance will be treated as a (an):  
a) Asset 

  b) Liability  
c) Revenue  
d) Deferred expense 

45. What does a credit balance in a partner’s current account represent to a business?  
a) Current Assets 

  b) Current Liability  
c) Long-term liability  
d) Share of profit 

46. Which of the following business publishes the Financial Statements?  
a) Sole-Proprietorship  
b) Partnership  
c) Trust  
d) Public Limited Company 

47. The primary purpose of preparing a cash flow statement for an entity is to provide information about:  
a) Its financial position at the end of an accounting period  
b) Its cash receipt and cash payments during an accounting period  
c) Its financial position at the start of an accounting period  
d) None of the given options 

48. How dividend declared is treated in the Balance Sheet of the company?  
a) Provision  
b) Current Liability  
c) Reserves and surplus  
d) Current assets 

49. Which of the following option(s) is TRUE about the Sales returns?  
a) Sales returns reduce the Gross sales of the firm   
b) Sales returns affect the Net income of the firm  
c) Sales returns affect the flow of cash 

  d) All of the Above 
50. Fixed Assets (WDV) + Working Capital =? 
  a) Total assets employed 
  b) Total liabilities 
  c) Total assets 
  d) Current assets  
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1. Whether a minor can be appointed as nominee to Life Insurance Policy?  

a) Yes  
b) No  

  c) His guardian only  
  d) None of these  
2. Caveat emptor:  

a) is a person who institutes pre-emption suit  
b) is seller who discloses defects in the goods being sold  

  c) is the buyer who is supposed to be aware of the suitability of the goods  
d) is owner of an empty cave  

3. Penalty provided for driving uninsured vehicle is:  
a) imprisonment upto 5 years and fine upto Rs. 1000/- or both  
b) imprisonment upto 1 year and fine upto Rs. 100/- or both  

  c) Imprisonment upto 3 months or fine upto Rs. 500/- or with both  
d) none of these  

4. Can a compoundable criminal case be referred to arbitration?  
  a) Yes  

b) No  
c) None of these as only civil matters can be referred to  

5. Within how much period, the arbitrators are legally required to make their award after entering on the reference?  
a) One month  

  b) Two months  
  c) Three months  

d) Four months  
6. The definition of agreement is provided by which section of Contract Act?  

a) Section 1(a)  
b) Section 1(d) 
c) Section 2(e)  
d) Section 2(h) 

7. Which section of contract act defines that when the person to whom the proposal is made signifies his assent thereto, 
the proposal is said to be accepted? 
  a) Section 2(b)  

b) Section 2(c)  
c) Section 2(d)  
d) Section 2(e)  
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8. Which of the following is NOT true about Law?  
  a) Law is to maintain rights  
  b) Law upholds justice  

c) Law is used to redress wrongs 
d) Law does not ensures public order  

9. Consideration must be moved at the desire of: 
  a) Promisor  

b) Promisee  
c) A third party  
d) Both promisor and promise  

10. Unlawful detention of any property belonging to another with a view to obtain his consent amounts to: 
  a) Coercion  

b) Fraud  
c) Misrepresentation  
d) Undue influence  

11. A businessman availing a loan from the bank is actually entering into . 
  a) An agreement  

b) A contract  
c) A relationship  
d) A promise  

12. Which of the following is true about “ordinance”?  
a) The ordinance shall originate in the National Assembly  
b) The ordinance shall be presented to the senate 

  c) The President can promulgate an ordinance  
d) A bill when passed by the parliament is called an ordinance  

13. In Undue Influence, the consent is obtained by:  
a) Threat 
b) Fraud 
c) Domination  
d) Physical force  

14. Which of the following is not a remedy for breach of contract?  
  a) Suit for penalty  

b) Suit for specific performance 
  c) Suit upon quantum meruit  
  d) Suit for injunction  
15. When both contracting parties have completely performed their obligations, the contract is called _ .  
  a) Valid contract 
  b) Executed contract  

c) Executory contract  
d) Express contract  

16. Which of the following is NOT a classification of jurisprudence?  
  a) Analytical jurisprudence 
  b) Political jurisprudence  

c) Historical jurisprudence  
d) Ethical jurisprudence  

17. Which of the following is termed as science of civil law? 
  a) Jurisprudence  

b) Court  
c) Business law  
d) Labour law  

 
 
 



18. The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act, 1997 extends to:  
  a) Corporate sector  

b) Securities and Exchange Commission 
  c) Whole of Pakistan  

d) Stock exchanges  
19. A contract of guarantee comprises of how many agreements?  
  a) One  

b) Two 
  c) Three  

d) None of the given options 
20. If a person holds out himself to be a partner of a firm, which of the following NOT stands true?  
  a) Person becomes personally liable 
  b) Person does not become personally liable  

c) Person is an agent by estoppels  
d) Person permits others to be represented as a partner  

21. A contract between creditor and principal debtor, in a contract of guarantee, is called: 
  a) Primary contract  

b) Secondary contract  
c) Territory contract  
d) Contract of indemnity  

22. Sale of goods on cash is an example of _.  
a) Mutual and independent promises 
b) Mutual and concurrent promises  
c) Conditional and independent promises  
d) None of the given options  

23. A minor‟s agreement is always: 
  a) Void  

b) Void ab initio  
c) Voidable  
d) Valid  

24. In which of the following conditions, specific performance shall NOT be granted? 
  a) Where court can not supervise the performance  

b) Where compensation in money is not adequate relief  
c) Where it is difficult to calculate actual damage  
d) Where compensation can not be obtained  

25. The money consideration for a sale of goods is known as:  
  a) Sale 
  b) Price  

c) Value  
d) Mortgage 

26. Talal is forming a business which he wants to control completely. He knows nobody else with whom he wishes to 
work, he values his privacy, and he dislikes formality, paper work, state filing requirements, and lawyers. What type of 
business organization should he prefer?  
  a) General partnership  

b) Sole Proprietorship  
c) Single Member Company  
d) None of these  

27. The Articles of Association of a company contain:  
  a) A set of governing rules adopting by the company  

b) Resolutions of the board of directors  
c) Information about the corporation, including its organization and functions.  
d) None of these  

 



28. A partnership involves three essential elements. Which of the following is not one of those elements?  
  a) An equal right in the management of the business  

b) Limited liability for the liabilities of the firm  
c) A joint ownership of the business  
d) None of these  

29. Rashid, Shahid and Talal agree to form a computer business. Rashid agrees to manage the business and to assume 
full personal liability. Shahid and Talal agree to invest in the firm but to be liable only to that extent. These three have 
formed  
  a) A limited liability company  
  b) A limited liability partnership  
  c) An unlimited partnership  

d) None of these 
30. The members of a limited partnership include:  
  a) General and limited partners  

b) General partners only  
c) Creditors  
d) None of these  

31. A bearer cheque may be negotiated by:  
  a) Mere delivery  

b) Endorsement and delivery  
c) Delivery with a separate written contract  
d) None of these  

32. The responsibility of overall management of a company belongs to:  
  a) The chief financial officer  

b) The employees  
c) The board of directors  
d) None of these  

33. The best definition of a quorum is which of the following?  
  a) It is 51% of all shareholders  
  b) It is the number of members of a company that must be present before business may be transacted.  
  c) It is the number of voters who must agree to alter the company‟s articles.  
  d) None of these  
34. When a partnership is found liable for a debt, which assets are first used to pay the debt?  
  a) Individual assets of the partners  
  b) Personal property of the limited partners  
  c) Partnership assets  
  d) None of these  
35. The board of directors does not have responsibility over which of the following areas?  
  a) The appointment, supervision, and removal of corporate officers  

b) The appointment, supervision, and removal of employees generally  
  c) The declaration and payment of corporate dividends d) None of these 
36. A found a wallet full of money on a roadside and upon finding the address of the owner in the wallet he returned it 
to its owner. When he came back he read the announcement of a reward for the return of such wallet in the newspaper:  

a) The owner is liable to pay him the reward  
b) The owner is not liable to pay him the reward  
c) The owner is liable to pay him half of the reward  
d) None of these  

37. Muhsin in considering forms of business organisation for his law firm. One advantage of the limited liability 
partnership form is that it allow the limited partners to avoid personal liability for:  
  a) The malpractice of other limited partners regarding the conduct of the firm‟s business  

b) The obligation of the firm beyond their contributions to the capital  
c) The obligations of the firm within the limit their contributions to be capital  
d) None of these  



 
 
 
 
38. A‟s son has forged B‟s name to a pronote. B under threat of prosecuting A‟s son demanded that A should sell him his 
house that is worth Rs. 1000,000/- for Rs. 300,000/- A agrees with the proposal. The contract is  
  a) Valid 
  b) Voidable 
  c) Void  
d) None of these  
39. The best, simple definition of a contract is:  
  a) An objective “meeting of the minds”  

b) A legally enforceable agreement  
  c) A document reflecting a “meeting of the mind” between two or more competent parties  
  d) None of these  
40. Salman signs a written contract with Khalid giving him the right to cast his votes in the election for the directors of 
Hashiya Limited, whose shares Salman holds. This agreement between Slaman and Khalid is known as:  
  a) A derivative  
  b) A proxy  

c) A Memorandum of Understanding  
d) None of these 

41. A sent a proposal to B by post for the sale of his house. B accepted the offer by post. A may revoke his proposal at 
any time before  
  a) B receives the letter of proposal  

b) B posts the letter of acceptance  
c) A receives the letter of acceptance  
d) None of these  

42. Danish offers to sell to Sadiq a mobile phone for Rs. 550. Sadiq tells Danish that he will take the phone for Rs. 540. 
Nothing further is said and the next day, Danish demands Rs. 450 from Sadiq in exchange for the phone. Choose the 
correct statement  
  a) Sadiq is bound to pay as his offer has been accepted by Danish;  
  b) Although there is no contract Sadiq;  

c) Sadiq is not bound to pay as there is no contract;  
d) None of these  

43. If you want to start a partnership what formal requirements do you have to meet?  
  a) You must register the firm with the Registrar of Firms;  
  b) You do not need to satisfy any formal requirements;  
  c) Your firm cannot operate until you draft and get registered the Article of Partnership;  
  d) None of these  
44. The relation between the partners of a firm is of:  
  a) Employer and Employee  

b) Trustee and Beneficiary  
  c) Principal and Agent  

d) None of these  
45. A bearer instrument may be negotiated by:  
  a) Mere delivery  
  b) Endorsement and delivery  
  c) Delivery with a separate written contract  

d) None of these  
 
 
 



46. When an offer can only be accepted by the performance of the person to whom the offer is made, is characteristic 
of:  
  a) Bilateral contracts;  

b) Unilateral contracts; 
  c) Implied contracts;  

d) None of these 
 
47. A tells B, “If you stood first in the class, I‟ll pay you Rs.5000.00. B stood first in class and A paid him Rs.5000.00. 
Which of the following is correct?  
  a) A and B had a unilateral contract;  
  b) A and B had an executory contract;  
  c) A and B had an executed contract;  
  d) None of these  
 
48. A offers to sell B his motorcycle at some time in the future. B accepts. Is there a valid contract?  
  a) Probably not, the terms are not definite;  
  b) Probably yes;  
  c) Definitely not because A failed to communicate the offer; 

d) None of these  
49. Which of the following is not an effective way to termination offer?  
  a) By rejection;  
  b) By acceptance  
  c) By counter offer;  
  d) None of these  
50. A offers to sell B his collection of rare books for Rs.5000.00. Before B even has a chance to accept, A says, “Sorry, I 
changed my mind, no deal.” This is an example of: 
  a) Revocation  

b) Rejection;  
c) Counter Offer  
d) None of these 
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1. In a bivariate regression with 25 observations, which statement is most nearly correct?  
  a) A residual whose value is ei = 4,227 would be considered an outlier. 
  b) Any leverage statistic of 0.16 or more would indicate high leverage.  
  c) Standardizing the residuals will eliminate heteroscedasticity.  
  d) Non-normal residuals imply biased coefficient estimates, a major problem.  
2. William used a sample of 68 U.S. cities to estimate the relationship between Crime(annual property crimes per 
100,000 persons) and Income (median income per capita). Hisestimated regression equation was Crime = 428 + 0.050 
Income. Fromthis information, we canconclude that  
  a) The slope does not differ significantly from zero at α = .05.  
  b) Crime tends to create additional income in a city.  
  c) Wealthy individuals tend to commit more crimes, on average. 
  d) The intercept is irrelevant since zero median income is unobservable.  
3. William used a sample of 68 U.S. cities to estimate the relationship between Crime(annual property crimes per 
100,000 persons) and Income (median income per capita, in dollars).Her estimated regression equation was Crime = 428 
+ 0.050 Income. If Income decreases by1000 we would expect that Crime will  
  a) Increase by 428. 
  b) Increase by 50.  
  c) Increase by 500.  
  d) Remain unchanged.  
4. In a bivariate regression Y = b0 + b1X where Y = number of robberies in city (thousandsof robberies), X = size of police 
force in city (thousands of police), and n = 45 randomlychosen U.S. cities in 2007, we would be least likely to see which 
violation? 
  a) Autocorrelated residuals (because this is time series data). 

b) Heteroscedastic residuals (because we are using totals uncorrected for city size).  
c) Non-normal residuals (because a few larger cities may skew the residuals).  

5. Which statement is not correct?  
  a) Spurious correlation can often be reduced by expressing X and Y in per capita terms.   

b) Autocorrelation is mainly a concern if we are using time-series data. 
  c) Heteroscedastic residuals have the same variance for any value of X. 

d) Standardized residuals make it easier to identify outliers.  
6. In a simple (bivariate) regression with n = 25, the critical value for a two-tailed test forzero slope using α = .05 is:  

a) 1.714 
b) 2.069  
c) 1.960  
d) 2.064 
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7. Weekly sales of diet coke at each of twelve Target stores are recorded before and afterinstalling a new eye-catching 
display. To determine if the display is effective in increasing sales,what type of statistical test would you expect to 
perform?  

a) Comparison of means using an independent sample t-test. 
b) Comparison of means using a paired t-test.  
c) Comparison of means using a z-test.  

8. Carver Memorial Hospital's surgeons have a new procedure that they think will decreasethe time to performan 
appendectomy. A sample of 8 appendectomies using the old method had amean of 38 minutes with a variance of 36 
minutes, while a sample of 10 appendectomies usingthe experimental method had a mean of 29 minutes with a 
variance of 16 minutes. For a right-tailtest of means (assume equal variances) the critical value for α = .10 is  
  a) 1.746 
  b) 1.337  

c) 2.120  
d) 2.754  

9. Carver Memorial Hospital's surgeons have a new procedure that they think will decreasethe time to performan 
appendectomy. A sample of 8 appendectomies using the old method had amean of 38 minutes with a variance of 36 
minutes, while a sample of 10 appendectomies usingthe experimental method had a mean of 29 minutes with a 
variance of 16 minutes. For a right-tailtest of means (assume equal variances) the test statistic is  
  a) 2.365 
  b) 3.814  

c) 3.000  
d) 1.895  

10. Carver Memorial Hospital's surgeons have a new procedure that they think will decreasethe time to performan 
appendectomy. A sample of 8 appendectomies using the old method had avariance of 36 minutes, while a sample of 10 
appendectomies using the experimental method hada variance of 16 minutes. In a two-tailed test for equal variances, 
the critical values at α = .10 are  
  a) 3.73 and 0.228  
  b) 2.51 and 3.67  
  c) 3.07 and 0.398 
  d) 3.29 and 0.272  
11. In a test of a new surgical procedure, the five most respected surgeonsin FlatBroke Township were invited to 
CarverHospital. Each surgeon was assigned two patients of the same age, gender, and overall health. One patient was 
operated upon in the old way, and the other in the new way. Both procedures are considered equally safe. The time (in 
minutes) tocomplete each procedure is shown: SurgeonAllen Bob Chloe Daphne Edgar Old Way 36 55 28 40 62 New 
Way 31 45 28 35 57 In a right-tail test for a difference of means at α = .05, the critical value is  
  a) 3.162, paired t-test 
  b) 2.132, paired t-test  
  c) 1.645, independent samples t-test  
  d) 2.776, independent samples t-test  
12. In a test of a new surgical procedure, the five most respected surgeonsin FlatBroke Township were invited to 
CarverHospital. Each surgeon was assigned two patients of thesame age, gender, and overall health. One patient was 
operated upon in the old way, and theother in the new way. Both procedures are considered equally safe. The time (in 
minutes) tocomplete each procedure is shown. SurgeonAllen BobChloe Daphne Edgar Old Way 36 55 28 40 62 New Way 
31 45 28 35 57 In a right-tailed test for a difference of means, the test statistic is 
  a) 3.162  
  b) 1.645  
  c) 1.860  
  d) 2.132  
13. The Board of Surgeons recommends a postoperative examination six months after aprostatectomy. In a sample from 
the records of Cutter Memorial Hospital, follow-up exams were givenin 90 out of 200 cases. In a sample of records from 
Paymor Hospital, follow-up exams were given in110 out of 200 cases. In a left-tailed test for equality of proportions, the 
test statistic is  



a) -1.96 b) -2.58 
c) -2.00  
d) -3.47  
14. The Board of Surgeons recommends a postoperative examination six months after aprostatectomy. In a sample from 
the records of Cutter Memorial Hospital, follow-up exams were givenin 90 out of 200 cases. In a sample of records from 
Paymor Hospital, follow-up exams were given in110 out of 200 cases. In a left-tailed test for equality of proportions the 
p-value is  
  a) .9772  
  b) .4772 
  c) .0228  
  d) .0014  
15. Given H0: μ ≥ 18 and H1: μ < 18, we would commit Type I error if we  
  a) Conclude that μ ≥ 18 when the truth is that μ < 18. 
  b) Conclude that μ < 18when the truth is that μ ≥ 18. 

c) Fail to reject μ ≥ 18 when the truth is that μ < 18. 
16. Which is not true of p-values?  
  a) When they are small, w e want to reject H0. 
  b) Theymust be specified before the sample is taken.  
  c) They show the chance of Type I error if we reject H0.  
17. Dullco manufacturing claims that its alkaline batteries last at least forty hours on average in a certain type of 
portable CDplayer. But tests on a random sample of 18 batteries from a day's large production run showed a mean 
battery life of only 37.8hours with a standard deviation of 5.4 hours. To test DullCo's hypothesis, the test statistic is  

a) -1.980 
b) -1.728  
c) -2.101  

  d) -1.960  
18. Last year, 10 percent of all teenagers owned an iPhone. This year, a sample of 260 randomly chosen teenagers 
showed that39 owned an iPhone. The test statistic to find out whether the percent has risen is 
  a) 2.687  

b) 2.758  
c) .0256  

  d) 2.258 
19. Last year, 10 percent of all teenagers purchased a new iPhone. This year, a sample of 260 randomly chosen 
teenagersshowed that 39 had purchased a new iPhone. To test whether the percent has risen, the critical value at α = 
.05 is  
  a) 1.686  
  b) 1.655 
  c) 1.645  
  d) 1.960  
20. Last year, 10 percent of all teenagers purchased a new iPhone. This year, a sample of 260 randomly chosen 
teenagersshowed that 39 had purchased a new iPhone. To test whether the percent has risen, the p-value is  
  a) .0501  
  b) .0314  
  c) .0492 
  d) .0036  
21. Assuming that other factors remain the same, which of the following statements is most nearly correct for a t-test of 
a mean?  
  a) For a given α, the critical value of Student's t is smaller if n is smaller.  
  b) If tcalc = 1.482 with n = 22, we get a clear-cut rejection in a right-tailed test at α = .05. 
  c) Rejecting H0: μ = 75 in a two-tailed test implies rejection in a one-tailed test at the same α.  
  d) A calculated p-value of 0.13 would lead us to reject the null hypothesis at α = 0.10.  
 



22. John rejected a null hypothesis in a right-tailed test f or a mean at α = .025 because his critical t value w as 2.000 and 
hiscalculated t value was 2.345. We can be sure that  
  a) John did not commit Type I error. 
  b) John did not commit Type II error.  
  c) John committed neither Type I nor Type II error.  
  d) None of the above can definitely be concluded.  
23. In a right-tail test, a statistician came up with a z test statistic of 1.470. What is the pvalue?  
  a) .4292 
  b) .0708  

c) .0874  
  d) .0301  
24. In a right-tailed test of hypothesis for a population mean with 13 degrees of freedom, the value of the test statistic 
was 1.863.The p-value is   
  a) Less than .025. 
  b) Between .025 and .05.  
  c) Between .05 and .10  
  d) Greater than .10 
25. 6 Concerning confidence intervals, which statement is most nearly correct?  
  a) We should use z instead of t when n is large.  
  b) We use the t distribution when σ is unknown.  
  c) Using the t distribution instead of z narrows the confidence interval. 
26. Which statement is correct?  
  a) Class standing (freshman, sophomore, and junior, senior) would be ratio data.  
  b) Sampling without replacement introduces bias in our estimates. 
  c) In a random number table, every digit is equally likely to occur.  
  d) Focus groups usually work best without a trained moderator.  
27. Which variable is least likely to be regarded as ratio data?  
  a) Length of time required for a randomly-chosen vehicle to cross a toll bridge (minutes).  
  b) Weight of a randomly-chosen casting in a foundry (kilograms).  
  c) Number of fatalities in a randomly-chosen airline disaster (persons). 
  d) Supervisor's rating of a randomly-chosen employee's performance (Likert scale).  
28. Which of the following is quantitative data?  
  a) Your gender.  
  b) The brand of cell phone you own.  
  c) Whether or not you have an American Express card.  
  d) The fuel economy (MPG) of your car.  
29. Your rating of the food served on your most recent airline flight (using a scale of 0 =gross, 1 = decent, 2 = yummy) is 
___________ data.  
  a) Nominal 
  b) Ordinal  
  c) Interval  
  d) Ratio  
30. Which statement is correct? 
  a) Likert scales are interval only if scale distances are meaningful.  
  b) Cross-sectional data are measured over time (e.g., by year, month, etc.).  
  c) A census is preferable to a sample for most business problems.  
  d) Stratified samples are usually cheaper than other methods.  
31. Which is most nearly correct regarding sampling error?  
  a) It can be eliminated by increasing the sample size.  
  b) It can be eliminated by using Excel's =RANDBETWEEN function.  
  c) It can be eliminated by utilizing systematic random sampling. 
  d) It cannot be eliminated because of the nature of sampling.  



32. A hospital selects thirty patient folders from a filing cabinet containing 812 patientfolders by choosing every 27th 
patient folder. Which sampling method is this? a) Simple random sample. 
  b) Systematic sample.  
  c) Stratified sample.  
  d) Cluster sample.  
 33. From its 32 regions, the Federal Aviation Administration randomly selects 5 regions, andthen randomly audits 20 
departing commercial flights in each region for compliance with legalfuel and weight requirements. This most nearly 
resembles  
  a) Simple random sampling.  
  b) Systematic random sampling. 
  c) Two-stage cluster sampling.  

d) Judgment sampling  
34. Which statement is false?  
  a) Random dialing phone surveys have low response and are poorly targeted. 
  b) Selection bias means that many respondents dislike the interviewer.  
  c) Simple random sampling requires a list of the population.  
  d) Web surveys are economical but suffer from non-response bias.  
35. Professor Hardtack chose a sample of 7 students from his statistics class of 35 students bypicking every student who 
was wearing red that day. Which kind of sample is this?  
  a) Simple random sample.  
  b) Judgment sample.  
  c) Systematic sample. 
  d) Convenience sample.  
36. W. Edwards Deming 
  a) Taught quality control techniques to Japanesecompanies during the 1950's.  
  b) Would have been very influential but for his veryshort life.  
  c) Invented control charts and proposed the ISO 9000standard.  
  d) Suggested that most quality problems could be blamedon labor.  
37. Which is an appropriate step in continuous qualityimprovement? 
  a) Taking measurements on a variable and keeping carefulrecords.  
  b) Posting quality banners or company flags where theyare visible to all.   
  c) Castigating the lazy employees for their shoddyworkmanship.  
  d) Sending employees to Motivation Camp taught byexpensive consultants.  
38. Process control charts were an innovation attributedto  
  a) Deming in the 1950's.  
  b) Shewhart in the 1920's.  
  c) Westinghouse in the 1960's.  
  d) Pacioli in the 1490's.  
 39. Likely reasons for inaccurate control limits wouldinclude which of the following?  
  a) The engineering parameter for variance is unknown.  
  b) The engineers were underpaid for their work. 
  c) There was insufficient preliminary sampling.  
  d) Process variation was not zero, as expected.  
40. Which is not a characteristic of a p-chart? 
  a) It shows the number of defects per item beinginspected.  
  b) It measures the fraction of non-conforming items in asample.  
  c) It is based on the binomial distribution (or itsnormal approximation).  
  d) It will have varying control limits if the sample sizeis changing.  
41. Which is not a tool of statistical quality control?  
  a) Fishbone diagram.  
  b) Pareto chart.  
  c) Attribute control chart. 
  d) Deming chart.  



42. If the subgroup size is n = 4 and the processparameters are μ = 2.75 and σ = .044, the control limits forthe chart will 
be: 
  a) LCL = 2.684, UCL = 2.816 

b) LCL = 2.728, UCL = 2.772  
c) LCL = 2.618, UCL = 2.882  

43. Find the Cpk index for a process with USL = 550, LSL =540, μ = 543, and σ = 0.75. 
  a) 1.33  
  b) 2.22  
  c) 1.25  
  d) 1.75  
44. Which nonparametric test is analogous to a parametric t-test for independent samplemeans?   
  a) Wald-Wolfowitz test.  
  b) Wilcoxon signed rank test. 
  c) Mann-Whitney test.  
  d) Kruskal-Wallis test.  
45. Which nonparametric test is analogous to a one-factor ANOVA? 
  a) Kruskal-Wallis test.  
  b) Friedman test.  
  c) Mann-Whitney test.  
  d) Wilcoxon signed rank test..  
46. Which nonparametric test is analogous to a parametric one-sample t-test for differences in paired data?   
  a) Wald-Wolfowitz test.  
  b) Wilcoxon signed rank test.  
  c) Mann-Whitney test.  
  d) Kruskal-Wallis test.  
 47. Which parametric test resembles the nonparametric Spearman's rank test? 
  a) The t-test of a correlation coefficient.  
  b) The t-test of two sample means.  
  c) The t-test of one sample mean.  
  d) The one factor ANOVA.  
48. Which is not true of the one-sample runs test?  
  a) It is also called the Wald-Wolfowitz test after its inventors.  
  b) Its purpose is to detect non-randomness. 
  c) It cannot be applied to sequential binary data.  
  d) It is similar to test for autocorrelation.  
49. Which nonparametric test is used to compare one sample median with a benchmark?   
  a) Wald-Wolfowitz test. 
  b) Wilcoxon signed rank test.  
  c) Mann-Whitney test.  
  d) Kruskal-Wallis test.  
50. The critical value in chi-square goodness-of- fit test depends on 
  a) The number r of categories.  
  b) The normality of the population.  
  c) The value of the test statistic.  
  d) All of the above. 
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1. In monopoly in long run equilibrium: 
  a) The firm is productively efficient 
  b) The firm is allocatively inefficient 
  c) The firm produces where marginal cost is less than marginal revenue 
  d) The firm produces at the socially optimal level  
2. Barriers to entry do not include 
  a) Patents 
  b) Internal economies of scale 
  c) Mobility of resources 
  d) High investment costs  
3. In a monopoly which of the following is not true? 
  a) Products are differentiated 
  b) There is freedom of entry and exit into the industry in the long run 
  c) The firm is a price taker 
  d) There is one main seller  
4. In monopoly which of the following is true? 
  a) There are many buyers and sellers 
  b) There is one main buyer 
  c) There is one main seller 
  d) The actions of one firm do not affect the market price and quantity  
5. According to Schumpeter: 
  a) Monopolies are inefficient 
  b) Monopoly profits act as an incentive for innovation 
  c) Monopolies are alocatively efficient 
  d) Monopolies are productively efficient  
6. A welfare loss occurs in monopoly where: 
  a) The price is greater than the marginal cost 
  b) The price is greater than the marginal benefit 
  c) The price is greater than the average revenue 
  d) The price is greater than the marginal revenue  
7. In the UK the government: 
  a) Bans monopolies 
  b) Fines all monopolies 
  c) Prevents firms acquiring more than 25% of the market 
  d) Has the right to investigate monopolies and will assess each one on its own merits 
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8. If a few firms dominate an industry the market is known as: 
  a) Monopolistic competition 
  b) Competitively monopolistic 
  c) Duopoly 
  d) Oligopoly 
9. In a cartel member firms may be given a fixed amount to produce. This is called a: 
  a) Limit 
  b) Factor 
  c) Quota 
  d) Quotient  
10. In the Kinked Demand Curve theory it is assumed that: 
  a) An increase in price by the firm is not followed by others 
  b) An increase in price by the firm is followed by others 
  c) A decrease in price by the firm is followed by others 
  d) Firms collude to fix the price  
 11. The Kinked Demand Curve theory assumes: 
  a) Firms cooperate 
  b) Firms act as part of a cartel 
  c) Firms are competitive 
  d) Firms are not profit maximizes  
12. In Game Theory: 
  a) Firms are assumed to act independently 
  b) Firms are assumed to cooperate with each other 
  c) Firms collude as part of a cartel 
  d) Firms consider the actions of others before deciding what to do  
13. In the kinked demand curve theory: 
  a) There is a kink in the marginal cost curve 
  b) Demand is price inelastic 
  c) Demand is price elastic 
  d) Non price competition is likely  
14. Firms in oligopoly are likely to: 
  a) Invest heavily in branding 
  b) Act independently of other firms 
  c) Try to differentiate its products 
  d) Try to be a price maker  
15. A model of Game Theory of oligopoly is known as the: 
  a) Prisoner's Dilemma 
  b) Monopoly Cell 
  c) Jailhouse Sentence 
  d) Jury Box  
16. In cartels: 
  a) Each individual firm profit maximizes 
  b) There may be an incentive to cheat 
  c) The industry as a whole is loss making 
  d) There is no need to police agreements  
17. In a cartel: 
  a) Firms compete against each other 
  b) Price wars are common 
  c) Firms use price to win market share from competitors 
  d) Firms collude  
18. In monopolistic competition: 
  a) Firms face a perfectly elastic demand curve 
  b) All products are homogeneous 



  c) Firms make normal profits in the long run 
  d) There are barriers to entry to prevent entry  
19. In monopolistic competition: 
  a) Demand is perfectly elastic 
  b) Products are homogeneous 
  c) Marginal revenue = price 
  d) The marginal revenue is below the demand curve and diverges  
20. In monopolistic competition firms profit maximise where: 
  a) Marginal revenue = Average revenue 
  b) Marginal revenue = Marginal cost 
  c) Marginal revenue = Average cost 
  d) Marginal revenue = Total cost  
21. Which of the following is not one of the four Ps in marketing? 
  a) Product 
  b) Price 
  c) Place 
  d) Presence  
22. Effective branding will tend to make: 
  a) Demand more price inelastic 
  b) Supply more price inelastic 
  c) Demand more income elastic 
  d) Supply more income elastic 
23. In monopolistic competition if firms are making abnormal profit other firms will enter and: 
  a) The marginal cost will shift outwards 
  b) The demand curve will shift inwards 
  c) The average cost will shift downwards 
  d) The average variable cost will increase  
24. In Porter's five forces model conditions are more favourable for firms within an industry if: 
  a) Buyer power is high 
  b) Supplier power is high 
  c) Entry threat is low 
  d) Substitute threat is high  
25. If a firm takes over a competitor then, according to Porter's 5 forces model,: 
  a) Buyer power is higher 
  b) Supplier power is higher 
  c) Substitute threat is higher 
  d) Rivalry is lower 
26. The fundamental economic problem faced by all societies is: a. unemployment b. inequality c. poverty d. scarcity 2. 
"Capitalism" refers to:  
  a. the use of markets  
  b. government ownership of capital goods 
  c. private ownership of capital goods  
  d. private ownership of homes & cars 
27. There are three fundamental questions every society must answer. Which of the following is/are one of these 
questions?  
  a. What goods and services are to be produced?   
  b. How are the goods and services to be produced?  
  c. Who will get the goods and services that are produced? 
  d. All of the above  
 
 



28. If you were working full-time now, you could earn $20,000 per year. Instead, you are working part-time while going 
to school. In your current part-time job, you earn $5,000 per year. At your school, the annual cost of tuition, books, and 
other fees is $2,000. The opportunity cost of completing your education is:  
  a. $2,000  
  b. $5,000 
  c. $17,000  
  d. $20,000  
  e. $22,000  
29. The bowed shape of the production possibilities curve illustrates:  
  a. the law of increasing marginal cost  
  b. that production is inefficient  
  c. that production is unattainable  
  d. the demand is relatively inelastic 
30. You have taken this quiz and received a grade of 3 out of a possible 10 points (F). You are allowed to take a second 
version of this quiz. If you score 7 or more, you can raise your score to a 7 (C). You will need to study for the second 
version. In making a rational decision as to whether or not to retake the test, you should  
  a. always retake the quiz  
  b. consider only the marginal benefits from of retaking the quiz (four extra points)  
  c. consider only the marginal opportunity costs from taking the quiz (the time spent studying and taking the quiz) 
  d. consider both the marginal benefits and the marginal opportunity costs of retaking the quiz  
31. The law of demand states that:  
  a. as the quantity demanded rises, the price rises  
  b. as the price rises, the quantity demanded rises 
  c. as the price rises, the quantity demanded falls  
  d. as supply rises, the demand rises  
 32. The price elasticity of demand is the: 
  a. percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the percentage change in price  
  b. percentage change in price divided by the percentage change in quantity demanded  
  c. dollar change in quantity demanded divided by the dollar change in price  
  d. percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the percentage change in quantity supplied  
33. Community Colleges desired to increase revenues. They decided to raise fees paid by students with Bachelors 
degrees to $50 per unit because they believed this would result in greater revenues. But in reality, total revenues fell. 
Therefore, the demand for Community College courses by people with Bachelors degrees must have actually been:  
  a. relatively inelastic  
  b. unit elastic 
  c. relatively elastic  
  d. perfectly elastic  
34. The demand for a product would be more inelastic:  
  a. the greater is the time under consideration  
  b. the greater is the number of substitutes available to buyers 
  c. the less expensive is the product in relation to incomes  
  d. all of the above  
35. In the case of agriculture,  
  a. the demand has shifted to the right more than the supply has shifted to the right 
  b. the demand has shifted to the right less than the supply has shifted to the right  
  c. the demand has shifted to the left more than the supply has shifted to the left  
  d. the demand has shifted to the left less than the supply has shifted to the left  
36. The agricultural price support program is an example of  
  a. a price ceiling 
  b. a price floor  
  c. equilibrium pricing  
 
 



37. If there is a price floor, there will be  
  a. shortages 
  b. surpluses  
  c. equilibrium  
38. If there is a price ceiling, there will be 
  a. Shortages 
  b. surpluses  
  c. equilibrium 
39. If there is a price ceiling, which of the following is NOT likely to occur?  
  a. rationing by first-come, first-served  
  b. black markets  
  c. gray markets 
  d. sellers providing goods for free that were formerly not free  
40. The goal of a pure market economy is to best meet the desires of 
  a. consumers  
  b. companies  
  c. workers  
  d. the government  
41. In a pure market economy, which of the following is a function of the price? I. provide information to sellers and 
buyers , II. provide incentives to sellers and buyers  
  a. I only  
  b. II only 
  c. both I and II  
  d. neither I nor II  
42. In a market system, sellers act in ____________ interest , but this leads to behaviors in ____________ interest. 

 a. self; self 
  b. self; society’s  

c. society’s; society’s  
d. society’s; self  

43. The law of diminishing (marginal) returns states that as more of a variable factor is added to a certain amount of a 
fixed factor, beyond some point:  
  a. Total physical product begins to fall  
  b. The marginal physical product rises 
  c. The marginal physical product falls  
  d. The average physical product falls  
44. Why is the law of diminishing marginal returns true?  
  a. specialization and division of labor  
  b. spreading the average fixed cost 
  c. limited capital  
  d. all factors being variable in the long-run  
45. Which of the following is a characteristic of pure monopoly? 
  a. one seller of the product  
  b. low barriers to entry  
  c. close substitute products  
  d. perfect information  
46. In pure monopoly, what is the relation between the price and the marginal revenue? 
  a. the price is greater than the marginal revenue  
  b. the price is less than the marginal revenue  
  c. there is no relation  
  d. they are equal 
 
 
 



47. In order to maximize profits, a monopoly company will produce that quantity at which the:  
  a. marginal revenue equals average total cost  
  b. price equals marginal revenue 
  c. marginal revenue equals marginal cost  
  d. total revenue equals total cost  
48. Quantity Price Total Cost 1 $100 $ 60 2 95 130 3 90 210 4 85 300 5 80 400 This monopolist should produce:  
  a. 1  
  b. 2 
  c. 3  
  d. 4  
  e. 5 
49. Compared to the case of perfect competition, a monopolist is more likely to:  
  a. charge a higher price  
  b. produce a lower quantity of the product  
  c. make a greater amount of economic profit 
  d. all of the above 
50. In monopolistic competition: 
  a) There are few sellers 
  b) There are few buyers 
  c) There is one seller 
  d) There are many sellers 
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1. In perpetual inventory system, a return of defective merchandise is recorded by crediting __________. 
  a) Purchases  
  b) Purchase Returns  
  c) Purchase Allowance  
  d) Merchandise Inventory 
2. Which depreciation method allocates an equal portion of depreciation expense to 
each period of asset‘s useful life? 
  a) Straight line method  
  b) Double decline balance method  
  c) Sum of the year digit method  
  d) accelerated depreciation method 
3. Which of the following is not example of accelerated depreciation method?  
  a) Straight-line method  
  b) Sum-of-the-years digit method  
  c) Double-declining balance method  
  d) Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System 
4. The Drawing account is closed by which of the following entry?  
  a) Capital – Debit; Drawing - Credit  
  b) Drawing – Debit; Capital - Credit  
  c) Income Summary – Debit; Drawing - Crediting  
  d) Drawing – Debit; Income Summary - Crediting 
5. Which of the following account would be classified as a current asset on the balance sheet?  
  a) Accumulated depreciation  
  b) Accounts receivable  
  c) Office equipment  
  d) Land 
6. An adjusting entry would NOT be required for which of the following account?  
  a) Salaries  
  b) Past due expense  
  c) Income tax expense  
  d) Accounts receivable 
7. Which of the following accounts will be debited, when increased?  
  a) Liabilities and expenses  
  b) Assets and equity  

c) Assets and expenses  
d) Equity and revenues 
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8. Accounting Cycle is a series of activities that begins with ___________ and ends with ___________.  

a) Closing of books, transactions  
b) Transaction, After closing Trial Balance  
c) Journal, ledger account  
d) Transactions, financial statements 

9. The income statement of ABL shows other operating expenses of Rs. 30 million; prepaid insurance expense increased 
by Rs. 4 million; and accrued utilities payable decreased by Rs. 7 million. How much did the company pay in other 
operating expenses?  

a) Rs. 41 million  
b) Rs. 33 million  
c) Rs. 27 million  
d) Rs. 19 million 

10. The statement of cash flows does NOT report the:  
a) Sources of cash in the current period  
b) Amount of checks outstanding at the end of the period  
c) Uses of cash in the current period  
d) Change in the cash balance for the current period 

11. Which of the following is NOT normally required for revenue to be recognized According to the revenue principle for 
accrual basis accounting?  

a) The price is fixed or determinable  
b) Services have been performed  
c) Cash that has already been collected  
d) Evidence of an arrangement for customer payment exists 

12. Which of the following balances does the Contra-Asset account show typically?  
a) Credit  
b) Debit  
c) Negative  
d) Positive 

13. Which one of the following would lead to the decrease in the owner‘s equity?  
a) Purchasing a piece of land  
b) Paying dividends to shareholders  
c) Purchasing equipment on account  
d) Paying back the principal of a loan 

14. The users of a statement of cash flows are mostly interested in:  
a) Net cash flow from operating activities  
b) Net cash flow from investing activities  
c) Net cash flow from financing activities  
d) Net cash flow from non-cash transactions 

15. How much duration does an accounting period usually have?  
a) Three months   
b) Two years  
c) One year  
d) Five years 

16. Balance Sheet and Accounting Cycle are based on which of the following?  
a) Adjusting entries  
b) Closing entries  
c) Financial position  
d) Accounting Equation 
 
 
 



 
17. Which of the following is the next step after the preparation of trial balance?  

a) Adjusted trial balance  
b) Financial statements  
c) Adjusting entries  
d) Closing entries 

18. Which of the following errors are identified during the preparation of trial balance?  
a) Recording transactions in the wrong account  
b) Duplication of a transaction in the accounting records  
c) Posting only the debit portion of a particular journal entry  
d) Recording the wrong amount for a transaction to both the accounts. 

19. Which of the following is NOT an advantage of the Trial Balance?  
a) It ensures that the all accounts have identical debits and credits  
b) It ensures that the balance of each ledger account has been computed correctly  
c) The debit and the credit columns of trial balance have been added up correctly  
d) All the transactions have been recorded and nothing has been omitted 

20. At the end of the fiscal year, Accounts Receivable has a balance of Rs. 100,000 and Allowance for Doubtful Accounts 
has a balance of Rs. 7,000. The expected net realizable value of the accounts receivable is:  

a) Rs. 7,000 
b) Rs. 93,000  
c) Rs. 100,000  
d) Rs. 107,000 

21. Retained earnings change over time because of several factors. Which of the following factors would explain an 
INCREASE in retained earnings?  

a) Net Income  
b) Dividends payment  
c) Investment by the stockholders  
d) Net Loss 

22. Which of the following would be considered a cash-flow item from a "financing" activity?  
a) A cash outflow to the government for taxes 

  b) A cash outflow to repurchase the firm's own common stock  
c) A cash outflow to lenders as interest  
d) A cash outflow to purchase bonds isues by the other company. 

23. 'Equity dividends' shown in the cash flow statement will comprise:  
a) All company dividends paid during the year 

  b) All dividends paid to voting shares in the year  
c) All dividends paid and proposed in the year relating to voting shares  
d) All proposed dividends in the year relating to voting share. 

24. Which of the following activities convert the income statement items from the accrual basis of accounting to cash? 
  a) Operating activities  

b) Investing activities  
c) Financing activities  
d) Non cash activities 

25. The balance sheet reported a beginning balance of Rs. 20,000 in Accounts Receivable and an ending balance of Rs. 
15,000. The income statement reported Sales Revenue of Rs. 200,000. Using this information  

a) 205000  
b) 215000  
c) 195000  
d) 200000 

 
 
 
 



26. Which of the following is (are) item (s) of cost of goods sold statement?  
  a) Purchase of raw material   

b) Any tax/freight paid on purchases  
c) Any expense incurred on carriage/transportation of raw material purchased items  
d) All of the given options 

27. Which of the following voucher is used to record transactions that do not affect bank & cash?  
a) Journal Voucher  
b) Receipt Voucher  
c) Payment Voucher  
d) Nominal Voucher 

28. What would conversion costs if costs of raw materials, direct labor costs, and manufacturing overhead costs 
Rs.80,000, Rs.50,000, and Rs.60,000, respectively?  

a) Rs.130, 000  
b) Rs.110, 000  
c) Rs.140, 000  
d) Rs.190, 000 

29. A form that allows individuals to compare their personal bank account records to the bank's records of the 
individual's account balance in order to uncover any possible discrepancies is known as:  

a) Bank statement  
b) Income statement  
c) Financial statement  
d) Bank Reconciliation statement 

30. Cash and other resources that are expected to turn to cash or to be used up within one year of the balance sheet 
date are called:  

a) Current liability  
b) Current assets  
c) Fixed assets  
d) Long-term assets 

31. An accounting system is used by a business to:  
a) Analyze transactions  
b) Handle routine bookkeeping tasks  
c) Structure information  
d) All of the given options 

32. Particulars Rs. Opening written down value of machine 3,75,000 Cost of machine 50,000 Depreciation during the 
year 11,500. Calculate Closing written down value (WDV) of the Machines?  

a) Rs. 4,13,500  
b) Rs. 4, 25,000  
c) Rs. 3, 36,500  
d) Rs. 61,500 

33. Expenditure incurred in acquiring the patent right for the business is an example of:  
a) Revenue expenditure  
b) Capital expenditure  
c) Deferred revenue expenditure  
d) Administrative expenditure 

34. Total assets - Total liabilities =?  
a) Owner’s Equity  
b) Expenses  
c) Retained earnings  
d) Net profit 

35. What will be debited, if business bought goods on credit from Mr. Ali?  
a) Purchases account  
b) Mr. Ali account  
c) Cash account  



d) Sales account 
36. Prepaid rent given in the Trial Balance will be treated as a (an):  

a) Asset  
b) Liability  
c) Revenue  
d) Deferred expense 

37. A business event which can be measured in terms of money and must be recorded in books of accounts is called:  
a) Condition  
b) Transaction  
c) Information  
d) Record 

38. Which one of the following is NOT a feature of sole proprietorship business.  
a) Easy Formation  
b) Easy Dissolution  
c) Unlimited Liability  
d) Separate Legal Entity 

39. In which of the following statement opening stock is shown?  
a) Profit and loss account  
b) Balance sheet  
c) Cash flow statement  
d) Owner‘s equity 

40. Which of the following is (are) example(s) of non distributable profit?  
a) General reserve  
b) Accumulated profit and loss (credit balance)  
c) Revaluation reserves  
d) None of the given options 

41. Which of the following Organization converts raw material into finished goods?  
a) Trading concern  
b) Manufacturing concern  
c) Merchandising concern  
d) Service concern 

42. In firms cash flow statements, which of the following would appear as a cash outflow?  
a) The payments for share in a company whose shares are treated on a stock exchange  
b) A decrease in trade debtors over the course of an accounting period  
c) Money received as a result of issuing new shares  
d) Money received as result of selling fixed assets 

43. Which of the following particular/s is/are included in receipt voucher?  
a) Name of organization  
b) Bank receipt  
c) Date  
d) All of the given options 

44. Which of the following assets is most likely to appreciate rather than depreciate?  
a) Land  
b) Motor vehicles  
c) Plant and machinery  
d) Fixtures and fittings 

45. Which of the following item needs to be entered in the Cash Book in order to bring it in line with the entries on the 
Bank Statement?  

a) A bank charges  
b) An error on the Bank Statement  
c) An uncredited deposit  
d) An unpresented cheque 



 
46. Wages paid to laborers working in the manufacturing department is treated as an expense of:  

a) Cost of goods sold  
b) Administrative expenses  
c) Selling expenses  
d) Marketing expenses 

47. Bad debts written off (given in adjustment) always affect the:  
a) Debtors account  
b) Creditors account  
c) Cash account  
d) Capital account  

48. Carriage paid Rs. 50 for the newly purchased machinery if debited to carriage account will effect:  
  a) Only carriage account  

b) Only machinery account  
c) Both carriage and machinery account  
d) None of the given options 

49. Cost of goods manufactured - opening work in process + ending work in process =?  
a) Cost of goods sold  
b) Prime cost  
c) Conversion cost  
d) Total factory cost 

50. If cost of sales is Rs. 95,000, income from sales Rs. 200,000 and operating expenses Rs. 300,000. What will be net 
result?  

a) Rs. 1, 95,000 Losses  
b) Rs. 1, 95,000 Profits  
c) Rs 1, 05,000 Profits  
d) Rs1, 05,000 Losses
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1. Which of the following equation is CORRECT? 
  a) Opening stock + purchases + closing stock = cost of goods sold  
  b) Cost of goods sold – closing stock – purchases = opening stock  
  c) Cost of goods sold + closing stock – opening stock = purchases  
  d) Opening stock + cost of goods sold – purchases = closing stock  
2. Which of the following is the cause of depreciation?  
  a) Decrease in the market value of the asset  
  b) Decrease in the book value of the asset  
  c) Physical wear and tear of fixed assets  

d) Increase in the market value of assets  
3. If sales returns are Rs. 25,000, sales are Rs. 125,000. Net purchases are Rs. 84,000 and gross profit is Rs. 21,000, then 
the cost of goods sold will be:  
  a) Rs. 84,000  
  b) Rs. 64,000  
  c) Rs. 92,000  
  d) Rs. 79,000  
4. A company has four employees that earn Rs. 180.00 per day. The employees are paid weekly, on Friday. December 31 
would be on Wednesday. What is the adjustment to be made?  
  a) Rs. 0  
  b) Rs. 1620  
  c) Rs. 1080  
  d) Rs. 540  
5. Which of the following types of adjustments belongs to the accrued item class?  
  a) Assets/Expense  
  b) Liability/Revenue   

c) Asset/Liability  
d) Liability/Expense  

6. Which of the following are parts of operating expenses?  
  a) Interest expense and general expenses  
  b) Selling expenses and cost of goods sold  
  c) Interest expense and selling expenses   

d) General expense and selling expenses  
7. The amount charged to customers for goods or services sold is called a (n):  
  a) Expense  
  b) Net income  
  c) Revenue  
  d) Asset  
8. Which of the following is the largest single expense of most merchandising firms?  
  a) Cost of goods sold  
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  b) Rent Expense  
  c) Amortization Expense  
  d) Salaries Expense  
9. One purpose of closing entries is to give zero balances to which of the following accounts?  
  a) Asset and liability accounts  
  b) Liability and capital accounts 
  c) Revenue and expense accounts  
  d) Expense and capital accounts  
10. Which of the following items can be found on an income statement?  
  a) Accounts receivable  
  b) Long-term debt 
  c) Sales  
  d) Inventory  
11. Which of the following would NOT be the characteristics of current assets?  
  a) Likely to change before the next accounting period is over  
  b) Not bought for resale  
  c) Use as part of the firm's trading operations  
  d) Liquidity  
12. If you only knew a company’s total assets and total debt, which item could you easily calculate?  
  a) Sales  
  b) Depreciation  
  c) Total equity  

d) Inventory  
13. How do we calculate a company’s operating cash flow?  
  a) EBIT - taxes + depreciation  
  b) EBIT - taxes – depreciation  
  c) EBIT + taxes + depreciation  
  d) EBIT – Sales  
14. Holding all other things constant, which of the following represents a cash outflow?  
  a) The company sells a machine.  

b) The company acquires inventory.  
  c) The company receives a bank loan.  
  d) The company increases accounts payable.  
15. Which of the following is a liquidity ratio?  
  a) Quick ratio  
  b) P/E- ratio  
  c) Inventory turnover  
  d) Equity multiplier  
16. If a company’s net profit margin is 5% and its total asset turnover is 3.5, what is its ROA? 
  a) 17.50% 
  b) 1.43% 
  c) 70.00% 
  d) 12.53% 
17. A company has an average collection period of 52 days and accounts receivables of Rs. 250,000. What are the 
company’s annual sales? 
  a) 2,234756 
  b) 1,754,808 
  c) 1,543,823 
  d) 250,000 
 
18. Last National, Inc. has a net profit margin of 12%, an equity multiplier of 2, sales of Rs. 575,000 and a ROE of 14.5%. 
What is Last National’s total asset turnover? 
  a) 1.6042 



  b) 0.6042 
  c) 2 
  d) None 
19. Financial professionals prefer to focus on an accounting approach that focuses on 
  a) Governmental accounting methods. 
  b) Current and prospective cash flows. 
  c) Economically based accruals. 
  d) International accrual accounting standards.  
20. Generally accepted accounting principles are developed by  
  a) The Securities and Exchange Commission.  
  b) The Financial Accounting Standards Board.  
  c) Congress.  
  d) The New York Stock Exchange. 
 21. Which of the following statements is not required by the SEC for publicly traded firms? 
  a) The statement of cost of goods sold  
  b) The statement of retained earnings  
  c) The statement of cash flows  
  d) The balance sheet  
22. The balance sheet entry that represents the cumulative total of the earnings that a firm has reinvested since its 
inception is  
  a) Common stock.  
  b) Paid-in-capital.  
  c) Par value.  
  d) Retained earnings.  
23. Company X had sales of Rs.120 with a cost of goods sold equal to 25% of sales. In addition, X had total other 
operating expenses of Rs. 50 with an interest expense of Rs. 20. If X pays a flat 40% of its pre-tax income in income 
taxes, what is X‟s net income?  
  a) 20  
  b) 27 
  c) 12  
  d) None  
24. If you are looking to review a firm’s sources and uses of cash flows over the year, the easiest place to find that 
information is  
  a) The Income Statement  
  b) The Statement of Retained Earnings  
  c) The Statement of Cash Flows  
  d) The Balance Sheet  
25. In order to identify the amount of funds that a firm borrowed during the preceding year, what section is the best 
source within the Statement of Cash Flows?  
  a) Operating flows  
  b) Investment flows   
  c) Financing flows  
  d) Total net cash flows  
26. If you start with earnings before interest and taxes and then subtract a firm’s tax expense while adding back the 
amount of depreciation expense for the firm during the year, the resulting figure is called  
  a) Free cash flow  
  b) Operating cash flow  
  c) Net cash flow  
  d) Gross cash flow  
27. Which of the following section of cash flow statement shows the cash effects of those transactions reported in the 
income statement?  
  a) Cash flow from investing activities  
  b) Cash flow from financing activities  



  c) Cash flow from operating activities  
  d) All parts show effects of different transactions of income statement  
28. If we take goods for own use we should:  
  a) Debit - Drawings Account: Credit - Purchases Account  
  b) Debit - Drawings Account: Credit - Stock Account  
  c) Debit - Purchases Account: Credit - Drawings Account  
  d) Debit - Sales Account: Credit - Stock Account  
29. The income statement of the UBL shows the interest revenue of Rs. 6,000, and the amount of accrued interest 
receivable has increased from Rs. 3000 to Rs. 4000 during the year. Calculate the amount of interest received.  
  a) Rs. 7000 
  b) Rs. 5000  
  c) Rs. 8000  
  d) Rs. 1000  
30. Which of the following is an example of an accrual?  
  a) Equipment purchased for use in the business  
  b) Book-keeping fees collected but not yet earned  
  c) Six months‟ rent paid in advance  
  d) Interest earned but not yet received  
31. Net current assets are equivalent to:  
  a) Stock plus debtors plus cash  
  b) Current liabilities less current assets  
  c) Working capital  
  d) Fixed assets plus current assets less current liabilities  
32. Accounting is called the “language of business” because__________:  
  a) It communicates the financial information to the Management only    

b) In order to run a business one must have knowledge about accounting  
c) Different business accounts are involved in financial statements  
d) It helps to organize and communicate financial information to end users  

33. In which of the following account, a credit balance would be an evidence for a mistake or an error?  
  a) Mr. A Capital Account  
  b) Cash account  
  c) Notes payable account  
  d) Drawings account  
34. Which of the following represents the main step(s) of accounting cycle?  
  a) Recording the transactions  
  b) Classifying the transactions  
  c) Ordering, summarizing, counting the transactions  
  d) Recording, classifying, summarizing transactions  
35. A company purchased the land in exchange for the capital stock; it would affect which of the following?  
  a) Cash flow from operating activities  
  b) Cash flow from investing activities  
  c) Cash flow from financing activities  
  d) It would not affect any section  
36. Primary purpose of the cash flows statement is to provide the information about:  
  a) Errors or discrepancies between cash book and income statement  
  b) Receipts and payments of cash in the period  
  c) Non cash adjustment that effect the income statement  
  d) Cash paid to the customers and creditors of the business  
 
37. Cash has been described as:  
  a) The lifebuoy of the business  
  b) The lifeboat of the business   
 c) The lifeline of the business  



  d) The lifeblood of the business  
38. If a company has paid dividends on its preference shares, under which one of the cash flow statement headings 
would they appear?  
  a) Returns on investments and servicing of finance  
  b) Financing  
  c) Equity dividends paid  
  d) Capital investment and financial investment  
39. Which of the following is the third step of accounting cycle?  
  a) Preparing financial statements  
  b) Preparing trial balance  
  c) Posting  
  d) Making adjusting entries  
40. Which of the following term refers to each element of the Balance Sheet?  
  a) Ledger  
  b) Journal General  
  c) T- Account  
  d) Account  
41. Which of the following is the most common adjusting entry?  
  a) Un-earned revenue  
  b) Pre-paid expense  
  c) Depreciation expense  
  d) Accrued revenue  
42. Which of the following account would NOT be closed to the income summary account at the end of a period?  
  a) Rent expense  
  b) Revenue earned  
  c) Wages expense   
  d) Accumulated depreciation  
43. How the transactions in a journal are initially recorded?  
  a) Alphabetical order    

b) Ascending order  
c) Chronological order  
d) Alphanumeric order  

44. The true and fair presentation of the financial statements depends, among other things, upon which of the 
following?  
  a) Strong financial position  
  b) Concept of materiality  
  c) Matching principle  
  d) Realization principle  
45. Use the following information to calculate net cash from investing activities: sell a capital asset for Rs. 10,000 cash 
and a Rs. 1,000 gain; purchase a bond investment for Rs. 16,000; receive Rs. 2,000 interest payment from the bond 
investment; and pay off a Rs. 3,000 mortgage payable.  
  a) Rs. 6,000 net cash 
  b) Rs. 4,000 net cash  
  c) Rs. 5,000 net cash  
  d) Rs. 9,000 net cash  
46. Which one of the following statement shows the effects of cash inflows and outflows?  
  a) Balance Sheet  
  b) Statement of Owner’s Equity  
  c) Income Statement  
  d) Statement of Cash Flows  
47. Journal entries are done at the end of the accounting period for which type of accounts?  
  a) Assets and liabilities  
  b) Office supplies and office equipment  



  c) Raw material and office supplies  
  d) Depreciation and expenses  
48. Which one of the following is usually classified as an inventory item? :  
  a) Goods purchased for resale to customers  
  b) Items purchased and used by the company such as office supplies  
  c) Items purchased for a specific customer job  
  d) Items purchased and the quantity on hand does not need to be tracked  
49. In the long run, a business must generate positive net cash flow from which of the following activities, if it is to 
survive?  
  a) Investing activities  
  b) Financing activities  
  c) Operating activities  
  d) Non cash activities  
50. If the estimated amount of depreciation on equipment for a period is Rs.2000, the adjusting entry to record 
depreciation would be:  
  a) Depreciation expense - Debit; Equipment - Credit  
  b) Depreciation expense - Debit; Accumulated depreciation - Credit  
  c) Equipment - Debit; Depreciation expense - Credit  
  d) Accumulated depreciation - Debit; Depreciation expense - Credit
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1. Appeal to CIT (appeals) shall be filed in which of the following manner?  

a) On prescribed form  
b) On plain paper  
c) On stamped paper  
d) Legal documents 

2. Statutory Provident Fund is governed by which one of the following?  
a) Finance Act 2006  
b) Insurance Act 1969  
c) Provident Funds Act 1925  
d) Finance Bill 2007 

3. Which of the following incomes are treated as agriculture income?  
a) Agro based industry 
b) Spontaneous forests  
c) Interest received by a farmer on lending  
d) Income from land situated in Pakistan used for agriculture 

4. Which of the following is the important content for calculating tax on income?  
a) Taxable Income  
b) Residential Status  
c) Tax Year  
d) All of the given options 

5. A depreciable asset has normal useful life of:  
a) Six months  
b) One year or more  
c) Eleven months  
d) None of the given options 

6. Which of the following days shall be counted as half day for the computation of residential status of an individual?  
a) A Public Holiday  
b) A day of sick leave  
c) Any strike  
d) None of the given options 

7. Special tax year is adopted after seeking approval from the under section 74(3).  
a) Commissioner  
b) Tax Officer  
c) Appellate Tribunal  
d) Supreme Court 

8. Any gain arising on the disposal of shares in a resident company belongs to which of the following?  
  a) Foreign source of income  
  b) Pakistan source income  
  c) Both Pakistan and foreign source of income  
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  d) None of the given option 
9. Which of the following is NOT a “Person” as defined in Sec 2 (42) of the Income Tax Ordinance?  
  a) An Individual  
  b) The Federal Government  
  c) Public International Organization  
  d) None of the given option 
10. Which of the following is NOT the type of tax?  
  a) Direct taxes  
  b) Indirect Taxes  
  c) Value Added Taxes  
  d) Fees and Penalties 
11. Which of the following is the Tax year available for salaried individual?  
  a) 1st January to 31st December  
  b) 1st July to 30th June  
  c) 1st October to 30th September  
  d) 1st September to 31st August 
12. Which of the following is the tax where the tax rate remained fixed to the amount on 
which the rate is applied increases?  
  a) Proportional tax  
  b) Progressive tax  
  c) Regressive tax    

d) Corporate tax 
13. Which one of the following principles of tax emphasized, that the taxation policy should 
be designed in such a way to boost business atmosphere and the investment environment 
in the country? 
  a) Convenience 
  b) Judicious 
  c) Capacity to Pay 
  d) Business friendly 
14. Which of the following is tax, where the tax rate decreases as the amount to which the 
rate is applied increases? 
  a) Proportional tax 
  b) Progressive tax 
  c) Regressive tax 
  d) Corporate tax 
15. (A / B) x C In the above formula for calculating tax credit under section 61 of the 
Income tax Ordinance 2001, A represents which of the following? 
Select correct option: 
  a) Amount of Gross tax 
  b) Person’s taxable income for the tax year 
  c) Amount of exemption as per Ordinance 
  d) Net Income Of the year 
16. Which part of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 deals with Tax credits? 
Select correct option: 
  a) Chapter III Part VII 
  b) Chapter III Part VIII 
  c) Chapter III Part IX 
  d) Chapter III Part X 
17. Which of the following is NOT the type of tax? 
Select correct option: 
  a) Direct taxes 
  b) Indirect Taxes 
  c) Value Added Taxes 



  d) Fees and Penalties 
18. Profit on debt shall be Pakistan-source income if it is: 
Select correct option: 
  a) Paid by a resident person 
  b) Paid by the resident person from business carried on outside Pakistan through a permanent establishment 
  c) Paid by non-resident person  

d) All of the given options 
19. Pension is defined in which of the following schedule of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001?  

a) 2nd Schedule Part 1 Cl. (8)  
b) 2nd Schedule Part 1 Cl. (24)  
c) 2nd Schedule Part 2 Cl. (22)  
d) 1st Schedule of Part 2 Cl. (20) 

20. Which one of the following section defines ‘Income’ under the head Income from Business section 18?  
a) Section 2(9)  
b) Section 2(29)  
c) Section 75  
d) Section 2(15) 

21. Which of the following is included in the assessment order by commissioner?  
a) Taxable Income  
b) Tax Due  
c) Amount of Tax Paid  
d) All of the given options 

22. In Sales Tax Act "Zero - rated supply" means a taxable supply which is charged to tax at the rate of zero per cent 
define under  

a) Section 4  
b) Section 5  
c) Section 6  
d) Section 22 

23. A retailer whose value of supplies in any period during the last twelve months ending any tax period exceeds are 
required to be registered under the Sales Tax Act 1990;  

a) Forty million rupees  
b) Twenty million rupees  
c) Ten million rupees  
d) Five million rupees 

24. Which one of the following section deals with intangibles?  
a) Section 22  
b) Section 24  
c) Section 222  
d) Section 242 

25. Which of the following section deal with tax treatment of person who is a cultivator or receiver of agricultural 
produce as rent-in-kind in the business of cultivator?  

a) Rule 11 of the IT Rule 2002  
b) Section 40 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001  
c) Section 41 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001  
d) Section 42 of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001 

26. Land revenue rent (Lagan) is received by which of the following authority?  
a) High Court  
b) Supreme Court  
c) Income Tax Department  
d) Provincial Government 

27. Recognized provident fund is recognized by  
a) Income tax officer  
b) Central board of revenue  



c) Commissioner of income tax  
d) High court 

28. Which one of the following is main difference between the tax and fee?  
a) Imposing authority  
b) Applied Rates  
c) Entitlement of Counter benefit  
d) Mode of payment 

29. Members of income tax appellate tribunal are appointed by which of the following authorities?  
a) Provincial Government  
b) Income Tax Department  
c) Federal Government  
d) Judicial Commission 

30. Statutory provident fund is also known as:  
a) Recognized provident fund  
b) Unrecognized provident fund  
c) Government provident fund  
d) None of the given options 

31. Which one of the following specifies the rates of depreciation?  
a) Part I of 3rd schedule  
b) Part II of 3rd schedule  
c) Part III of 3rd schedule  
d) None of the given options 

32. Total income of a person for a tax year shall be the sum of the person’s income under which of the following head?   
a) Only Income from salary  
b) Only Income from Business  
c) Only Income from Property  
d) All of the given options 

33. Which of the following is similar to the concept of clubbing of Incomes?  
a) Unification only two heads of Income  
b) Association of two or more heads of Income  
c) Splitting up of only two heads of Income  
d) Division of two or more than two heads of Income 

34. Pride of performance awarded by President is exempt from tax. Under which section it is treated in Income Tax 
ordinance 2001?  

a) Section 40  
b) Section 41  
c) Section 45  
d) Section 46 

35. Which of the following tax is payable on merchandise imported or exported from one country to another?  
a) Custom duty  
b) Income tax  
c) Sales tax  
d) Wealth tax 

36. Which of the following is an example of Lump sum receipt?  
a) Pension  
b) Golden shake hand  
c) Provident fund  
d) All of the given options 

 
 
 
 
 



37. Income from lease of tangible movable property is chargeable to tax under  
a) Income from property  
b) Income from other sources  
c) Income from business  
d) Income from capital gains 

38. In the normal circumstances on which of the following tax is charged?  
a) Gross Receipt  
b) Total Income  
c) Taxable Income  
d) Gross Income 

39. Approval of Gratuity fund can be withdrawn on which of the following grounds?  
a) On the expiry of time period  
b) On the death of the employee  
c) On the malfunctioning of the trust  
d) On the death of trustee 

40. In a tax you give information about what you earn every year.  
a) Return  
b) Statement  
c) Sheet  
d) Report 

41. What is the tax treatment of any profit on the US Dollar Bonds purchased by the nonresident person before 
December 1999 under clause 82 of the Second Schedule?  
  a) Wholly taxable  
  b) Wholly exempt  
  c) Partly taxable  

d) Not mention in second schedule 
42. Section 2 of Income Tax Ordinance 2001 defined: “Appellate Tribunal means the Appellate Tribunal established 
under section 130” In which criteria the above definition falls?  

a) Exclusive definition  
b) Inclusive definition  
c) Both Exclusive and Inclusive definitions  
d) Statutory definition 

43. It is mandatory for each Company to maintain its books of accounts on which of the following methods?  
a) Cash basis  
b) Accrual basis  
c) Both cash and accrual basis  
d) Free to choose any kind of base 

44. MTS stands for which of the following?  
a) Minimum time scale  
b) Minimum transfer Salary  
c) Maximum time scale  
d) Maximum transfer Salary 

45. Resident Person (Section 81) includes which of the following?  
  a) Resident Individual & Association of Persons  
  b) Resident Company  
  c) Federal Government  
  d) All of the given options 
46. Which part of income is charged to tax of resident person under the income tax ordinance 2001?  
  a) Pakistani source of income  
  b) Foreign source of income  
  c) Both Pakistan and foreign source of income  
  d) None of the given option 
 



 
 
 
 
47. Which of the following is the general definition of tax?  
  a) Compulsory contribution of wealth by persons  
  b) Optional contribution of wealth by persons  
  c) Compulsory contribution of wealth by state  
  d) Optional contribution of wealth by state 
48. Income is recorded when received and expenditure when paid', which one of the following accounting systems 
describe this statement?  
  a) Cash basis accounting system  
  b) Accrual basis accounting system  
  c) Both cash and accrual basis  
  d) None of the given options 
49. Section 22(15) defines depreciable asset means:  
  a) Any tangible movable property  
  b) Any tangible immovable property (other than unimproved land)  
  c) Structural improvement to immovable property  
  d) All of the given options 
50. Revision of return can be made on an application made by the tax payer relating to issuance of an exemption, by 
which of the following authorities?  
  a) Income Tax Officer  
  b) Assistant Controller of Income tax  
  c) Deputy Controller of Income tax 
  d) Regional Commissioner of Income tax 
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1. What is the present value of Rs. 3,500,000 to be paid at the end of 50 years if the correct risk adjusted interest rate is 
18%?  

a) Rs.105,000  
b) Rs.1,500,000  
c) Rs.3975,000  
d) Rs. 350,000  

2. When the zero coupon bond approaches to its maturity, the market value of the bond approaches to which of the 
following?  
  a) Intrinsic value b) Book value 
  c) Par value  
  d) Historic cost  
3. Which of the following would be considered a cash-flow item from an "operating" activity? 
  a) Cash outflow to the government for taxes  
  b) Cash outflow to shareholders as dividends  
  c) Cash inflow to the firm from selling new common equity shares  
  d) Cash outflow to purchase bonds issued by another company  
4. Which of the following refers to the risk associated with interest rate uncertainty?  
  a) Default risk premium  
  b) Sovereign Risk Premium 
  c) Market risk premium  
  d) Maturity risk premium  
5. Which of the following refers to a highly competitive market where good business ideas are taken up immediately?  
  a) Capital market 
  b) Efficient market  
  c) Money market  
  d) Real asset market  
6. What is the most important criteria in capital budgeting?  
  a) Return on investment  
  b) Profitability index 
  c) Net present value  
  d) Pay back period  
7. Which of the following statements (in general) is correct?  
  a) A low receivables turnover is desirable 
  b) The lower the total debt-to-equity ratio, the lower the financial risk for a firm  
  c) An increase in net profit margin with no change in sales or assets means a weaker ROI  
  d) The higher the tax rate for a firm, the lower the interest coverage ratio  
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8. What should be the focal point of financial management in a firm?  
  a) The number and types of products or services provided by the firm  
  b) The minimization of the amount of taxes paid by the firm 
  c) The creation of value for shareholders  
  d) The dollars profits earned by the firm  
9. Which of the following are microeconomic variables that help define and explain the discipline of finance?  
  a) Risk and return  
  b) Capital structure  
  c) Inflation  
  d) All of the above  
10. One primary macroeconomic variable that helps define and explain the discipline of finance?  
  a) Capital structure  
  b) Inflation  
  c) Technology  
  d) Risk  
11. The money markets deal with _________.  
  a) Securities with a life of more than one year  
  b) Short-term securities  
  c) Securities such as common stock  
  d) None of the above  
12. The ability of a firm to convert an asset to cash is called ____________. 
  a) Liquidity  
  b) Solvency  
  c) Return  
  d) Marketability  
13. Early in the history of finance, an important issue was: 
  a) Liquidity  
  b) Technology  
  c) Capital structure  
  d) Financing options  
14. The ___________________ is the most common form of business organization in the U.S.  
  a) Corporation  
  b) Partnership 
  c) Sole Proprietorship 
  d) None of the above  
15. The ____________________ has more sales in dollars than any other form of business organization.  
  a) Sole proprietorship  
  b) Partnership 
  c) Corporation  
  d) None of the above  
16. One major disadvantage of the sole proprietorship is ________________.  
  a) Simplicity of decision-making 
  b) Unlimited Liability  
  c) Low operational costs  
  d) None of the above  
17. The appropriate firm goal in a capitalist society is ________________.  
  a) Profit maximization 
  b) Shareholder wealth maximization  
  c) Social responsibility  
  d) None of the above  
 18. The agency problem will occur in a business firm if the goals of ____________ and shareholders do not agree.  
  a) Investors  



  b) The public 
  c) Management   
  d) None of the above  
19. All of the following except one are tax-deductible expenses.  
  a) Interest expense  
  b) Depreciation 
  c) Common stock dividends  
  d) Income taxes  
20. Bondholders receive _____________ from the business firm.  
  a) Preferred dividend payments  
  b) Common stock payments 
  c) Interest Payable  
  d) Royalties  
 21. The ratio of net income to common shares outstanding is called ______________.  
  a) Price/earnings ratio 
  b) Earning Per Share  
  c) Dividends per share  
  d) None of the above  
22. A source of funds is a:  
  a) Decrease in a current asset  
  b) Decrease in a current liability  
  c) Increase in a current liability  
  d) A and C  
23. Short-term financing for a business firm includes:  
  a) Bonds 
  b) Accounts Payable  
  c) Stockholder's equity  
  d) Mortgages  
24. _______________ would be most interested in a firm's debt utilization ratios.  
  a) Bondholders  
  b) Stockholders  
  c) Short-term creditors  
  d) Both a & b  
25. The _____________ ratio indicates the return firm shareholders are earning.  
  a) Return on assets  
  b) Return on investment 
  c) Return on equity  
  d) Net profit margin  
26. Which of the following is an example of a profitability ratio?  
  a) Quick ratio  
  b) Average collection period 
  c) Return on Equity  
  d) Times interest earned  
 27. All of the following are asset utilization ratios except:  
  a) Average collection period  
  b) Inventory turnover  
  c) Receivables turnover 
  d) Return on assets  
28. All of the following can present problems for ratio analysis except:  
  a) Inflation  
  b) Inventory accounting methods  
  c) Disinflation  
  d) All of above  



29. Planning for future growth is called: 
  a) Capital budgeting  
  b) Working capital management 
  c) Financial Forecasting  
  d) None of the above  
30. Which one of the following is NOT a tool of financial forecasting?  
  a) Cash budget 
  b) Capital budget  
  c) Pro forma balance sheet  
  d) Pro forma income statement  
31. The first step in developing a pro forma income statement is to: 
  a) Build a sales forecast  
  b) Determine the production schedule    
  c) Determine cost of goods sold  
  d) None of the above  
32. Pro forma statements are _______ statements.  
  a) Actual 
  b) Projected  
  c) A previous year's  
  d) None of the above  
33. All of the following compose cost of goods sold except ________________.  
  a) Raw material  
  b) Labor  
  c) Overhead  
  d) All of above  
34. Financial managers use the _____________ to plan for monthly financing needs.  
  a) Capital budget 
  b) Cash Budget  
  c) Pro forma income statement  
  d) None of the above  
35. The payments that a firm collects from its customers are called _______________.  
  a) Cash disbursements  
  b) Cash outflows 
  c) Cash Receipts  
  d) None of the above  
36. Examples of cash disbursements are all but _________________. 
   a) Payment for materials purchased 
  b) Collection of accounts receivables  
  c) Payment of dividends  
  d) Payment of taxes 
37. In developing the pro forma balance sheet, we get common stock from _____________. 
  a) The firm’s previous balance sheet 
  b) The firm's cash budget  
  c) The firm's income statement  
  d) None of the above  
38. The percent of sales method of financial forecasting shows us the relationship between ___________ and financing 
needs.  
  a) Changes in the level of liabilities  
  b) Changes in the level of assets  
  c) Changes in debt 
  d) Changes in level of sales  
39. An example of a semi-variable cost is:  
  a) Rent  



  b) Raw material  
  c) Depreciation 
  d) Utilities  
40. _____________ is the point at which firm profit is equal to zero. 
  a) Break Even  
  b) Operating breakeven    

c) Financial leverage  
d) Combined breakeven  

41. In breakeven analysis, if fixed costs rise, then the breakeven point will __________.  
  a) Fall 
  b) Rise  
  c) Stay the same  
  d) None of the above  
42. In the breakeven formula, Price - Variable Cost is called the_____________.  
  a) Breakeven point  
  b) Leverage 
  c) Contribution Margin  
  d) None of the above  
43. Which of the following types of firms may operate with high operating leverage?  
  a) A doctor's office 
  b) An auto manufacturing facility  
  c) A mental health clinic  
  d) None of the above would have high operating leverage  
 44. The ____________________ is the percentage change in operating income that results from a percentage change in 
sales. 
  a) Degree of financial leverage  
  b) Breakeven point  
  c) Degree of operating leverage  
  d) Degree of combined leverage  
45. If interest expenses for a firm rise, we know that firm has taken on more ______________. 
  a) Financial Leverage  
  b) Operating leverage  
  c) Fixed assets  
  d) None of the above  
46. The ________________ is the percentage change in earnings per share that results from a percentage change in 
operating income.  
  a) Degree of combined leverage 
  b) Degree of financial Leverage 
  c) Breakeven point  
  d) Degree of operating leverage  
47. Combined leverage is the percentage change in relationship between sales and ____________.  
  a) Operating income  
  b) Operating leverage 
  c) Earning per Share  
  d) Breakeven point  
48. A highly leveraged firm is __________ risky than its peers.  
  a) Less  
  b) More  
  c) The same  
  d) None of the above  
 
 
 



49. Working capital management involves the financing and management of the _______ assets of the firm.  
  a) Fixed  
  b) Total 
  c) Current  
  d) None of the above  
 50. An asset sold at the end of a specified time period is called a _____________ asset.  
  a) Temporary current 
  b) Self Liquidating  
  c) Current  
  d) Permanent current  
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1. Collection letter should be:  
  a) Persuasive.  
  b) Demanding  
  c) Critical  
  d) Emotional.  
2. -------------- are usually short messages with natural, casual use of language  
  a) Formal reports  
  b) Informal reports  
  c) Short reports  
  d) Progress report  
3. ------------------------ include investigation of an issue or problem or Calculation of financial ratios of a company. 
   a) Formal report  
  b) Analytical Letter Reports  
  c) Scientific Reports  
  d) Informational Letter Reports  
4. Written summary of a meeting's business is called:  
  a) Minutes  
  b) Motion  
  c) Agenda  
  d) Circular  
5. To fully comprehend a market report, it is necessary to read it carefully and note 
___________  
  a) The nature of the report  
  b) The nature of commodity  
  c) Trends of the market  
  d) All of above  
6. Business communication means:  
  a) To send message in the business world  
  b) To achieve good will among the customers  
  c) To win angry customers    

d) All of the above  
7. ______ plays an important role in defining the personal space in a society.  
  a) Gender  
  b) Dress  
  c) Observations  
  d) Mood  
8. At „Appreciation‟ stage of buffer sincere thanks are expressed for __________something.  
  a) Leaving  
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  b) Achieving  
  c) Receiving  
  d) Deceiving  
9. ------- helps the reader know at glance what the letter is about.  
  a) An attention line  
  b) A postscript  
  c) An enclosure  
  d) A subject line  
10. Certain reports are written to solve problems, provide services, or sell equipment are called____. They include bids 
to perform work under a contract and the plea for financial support from outsiders. Such bids and requests are always 
formal. 
  a) Proposals  
  b) Letter proposals  
  c) Informal reports  
  d) Formal reports  
11. ____ give(s) time to the audience to absorb information being provided during the oral presentation.  
  a) Visual aids  
  b) Vocal quality  
  c) Body language  
  d) All of the above  
12. _______ is special types of case study research. It is distinguished from other types of case studies because it used 
the theories and methods of anthropology to study the culture of schools and class rooms.  
  a) Descriptive research  
  b) Case study research  
  c) Ethnographic research  
  d) Comparative research  
13. _____ is one of the members who monitor a committee‟s financial activities.  
  a) Treasurer  
  b) Advisory  
  c) Controller  
  d) Secretary  
14. The sales letter is highly ………, and its writing required exceptional ability and experience.  
  a) Specified  
  b) Socialized  
  c) Speciocide  

d) Specialized  
15. During an official meeting the role of ____________ is o participate in meeting and do work delegated to him or her.   

a) Committee member  
b) Chairman  
c) Treasurer  
d) Secretary  

16. Reports can be classified as:  
  a) Informal reports, Short reports  
  b) Formal Reports, Long reports  
  c) Formal or Informal reports; Short or Long reports  
  d) Informal reports, Long reports  
17. In a ---- the speaker uses nonverbal cues to express his meaning, has less control of contents and requires greater 
need to help the audience stay on track.  
  a) Speech  
  b) Formal report  
  c) Formal oral presentation  
  d) Telephonic conversation  
18. Although negotiation has a specific purpose that is, to reach agreement, it does not always-------this aim  



  a) Achieve  
  b) Access  
  c) Receive  
  d) Achromatize  
19. Introduction outlines the contribution that the research will make to ------.  
  a) Knowledge  
  b) Art  
  c) Architecture  
  d) Archeology 
20. The---- is just one aspect of a complete communication package that everyone must put together before he or she 
enters the business world.  
  a) Credibility  
  b) Resume  
  c) Memo  
  d) Annual credential report  
21. In fact a resume probably has less than ---- seconds to make impression.  
  a) 55  
  b) 45  
  c) 35  
  d) 25  
22. Even the salutation and the complementary close have no punctuation in:  
  a) Open Punctuation  
  b) Standard punctuation  
  c) Close punctuation d) Long punctuation  
23. What is the top most quality of a business executive? 
  a) Effective Communicator  
  b) Good personality  
  c) Hardworking  
  d) Skill to manage the things  
 24. What is CD-Rom database? 
  a) It is used to put information in a form that is easy to digest  
  b) It is used to play computer disk  
  c) It is a tool used during the high level meetings  
  d) It is a tool to download songs  
 25. An exchange of information within an organization is called:  
  a) Internal Communication  
  b) External communication  
  c) Horizontal communication  
  d) Vertical communication  
 26. What is the more formal way of communication?  
  a) Written communication  
  b) Oral communication  
  c) Non-verbal communication  

d) Effective communication  
27. Selecting some details and omitting others is a process called:  
  a) Abstracting  
  b) Extracting  
  c) Attracting  
  d) Fascinating  
28. A receiver’s attitude towards a message can determine whether it is:  
  a) Accepted  
  b) Rejected  
  c) Accepted or rejected  



  d) Mixed response  
29. In----------- characteristics such as body shape, body odors and skin color are included.  
  a) Mental  
  b) Physical  
  c) Spiritual  
  d) Verbal  
 30. Artifact objects are used in which type of messages?  
  a) Verbal  
  b) Non-verbal  
  c) Written  
  d) Oral and written  
31. Personal space varies according to:  
  a) Situation  
  b) Culture, status  
  c) Medium  
  d) Channel  
32. Before writing a message, which of the following steps are necessary for effective communication?  
  a) Define the purpose of the message.  
  b) Analyze your audience – readers or listeners, outline – organize – your message.  
  c) Choose the ideas to include, collect all the facts to back up these ideas.  
  d) All of the above  
33. In order to understand verbal and nonverbal communication which of the following things should we do?  
  a) Accept cultural differences  
  b) Studying your own culture   
  c) Learn about other cultures    
  d) All of the above  
34. Which one is the aspect of life styles of the country?  
  a) Position of the family  
  b) Social and economic levels  
  c) Business hours  
  d) All the above  
35. It is that part of language associated with but not involving the word system. It consists of the voice qualities and 
vocalizations that affect how something is said rather than what is said. Select one which is true from the followings.  
  a) Kinesics behavior  
  b) Paralanguage  
  c) Proximity  
  d) Artifacts  
36. Which one is not the component of communication process from the followings?  
  a) Sender/encoder  
  b) Message, medium  
  c) Receiver/decoder, feedbacks.  
  d) Audio-visual and technological  
37. A formal style is characterized by more------------ sentences.  
  a) Simple  
  b) Complex  
  c) Easy  
  d) Short  
 38. All seven C‟s can be applied to:  
  a) Oral and written communication  
  b) Written and non verbal communication  
  c) Oral and verbal communication  
  d) Effective business communication  
39. In which communication expressions are not encoded in words?  



  a) Non-verbal  
  b) Verbal  
  c) Written  
  d) Verbal and written  
40. An effective way of maintaining communication with employees is to monitor:  
  a) Feedback  
  b) Behavior  
  c) Environment of the company  
  d) Situation  
41. ---------------- type of flow takes place between peers in organizations in order to solve problems.  
  a) Horizontal  
  b) Downward  
  c) Upward  
  d) Circular  
42. In refusal letter, at which place do we give explanation of the refusal?  
  a) Beginning  
  b) Middle  
  c) End  
  d) Between beginning and middle  
 43. -----------allows several people to use software at the same time to create documents, keep track of projects.  
  a) Software    

b) Groupware  
c) E-mail  
d) Network  

44. A person should follow which one of the the following characteristics while writing an email?  
  a) Concise, clear and polite 
   b) Verbose, rude and harsh  
  c) Impolite and having negative tone  
  d) Moderate  
45. Even the salutation and the complementary close have no punctuation in:  
  a) Open punctuation  
  b) Standard punctuation  
  c) Close punctuation  

d) Long punctuation  
46. --------------- is a printed paper with the name and address of a person or organization.  
  a) Letterhead  
  b) Letter pad  
  c) Leaflet  
  d) Document  
47. A letter that completes a valid contract between a buyer and a seller is called:  
  a) An order letter  

b) An acknowledgement letter  
c) An inquiry letter  
d) A sales letter  

48. Letters refusing orders call for the indirect plan or the---------------- approach.  
  a) Sandwich  
  b) Burger  
  c) Neutral  
  d) Negative  
 
 
 



49. While receiving the message, you are__________ 
  a) Decoder 
  b) Encoder 
  c) Decoder and encoder 
  d) Initiator  
50. In----------- characteristics such as body shape, body odors and skin color are included.  
  a) Mental  
  b) Physical  
  c) Spiritual  
  d) Verbal 
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1. The assignment of new or additional responsibilities to a subordinate is called:  
  a) Coordination  
  b) Specialization 
  c) Delegation  
  d) Span of control  
2. Which expectancy theory linkage explains the degree to which a student desires a good job?  
  a) Expectancy  
  b) Effort to performance  
  c) Input to outcome  
  d) Valence  
3. The assignment of new or additional responsibilities to a subordinate is called:  
  a) Coordination  
  b) Specialization  
  c) Delegation  
  d) Span of control  
4. Which ethical approach is guided by what will result in the greatest good for the greatest number of people?  
  a) Moral-Rights approach  
  b) Individual approach  
  c) Utilitarian approach  
  d) Justice approach  
5. Low level management has a complete authority to make decisions in case of:  
  a) Centralization  
  b) Decentralization  
  c) Scalar Chain  
  d) Order  
6. Which one of the following individuals is most closely associated with scientific management?  
  a) Fredrick Taylor  
  b) Mary Parker Follett  
  c) Harold Koontz  
  d) Max Weber  
7. There are many healthcare products manufacturers. XYZ Company manufactures only personal hygiene products. It 
markets such products deodorant, body powder, body creams, and exfoliates. Because it only stocks body care and 
personal hygiene products, it is  
  a) Prospecting  
  b) Emergent  
  c) Focus strategy  
  d) Cost leadership  
 8. When managers give goals to employees, they must always:  
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  a) Use employee-recognition as a reward  
  b) Provide feedback to the employees  
  c) Let the employees participate in setting the goals  
  d) All of given options  
 9. The organization that has developed the capacity to continuously learn, adapt, and change is called:  
  a) Virtual organization  
  b) Learning organizations  
  c) Traditional organization  
  d) Bureaucratic organization  
10. Your firm’s attorney has which of the following power when giving legal advice? a) Legitimate b) Status c) Expert d) 
Coercive  
11. Which of the following is a function of how much decision-making authority is pushed down to lower levels in the 
organization?  
  a) Departmentalization  
  b) Centralization  
  c) Span of control  
  d) Power  
12. Organizations that are highly flexible and adaptive are described as which of the following?  
  a) Organic  
  b) Mechanistic  
  c) Rational  
  d) Intuitive  
13. A human resource manager attending a local Society for Human Resource Management meeting would be 
functioning in which of the following role?  
  a) Informational  
  b) Leader  
  c) Liaison  
  d) Disseminator  
14. Which type of environment is best suited for mechanistic organizations?  
  a) Dynamic  
  b) Manufacturing  
  c) Service  
  d) Stable  
15. The most outspoken advocate of the classical view of social responsibility is economist and Nobel prize winner:  
  a) Carnegie Milton  
  b) Charles Darwin  
  c) Milton Freeman  
  d) Milton Friedman  
16. In traditional goal setting, the goals are set at the top level of management and after that they:  
  a) Become the responsibility of first-line management  
  b) Are broken down into sub goals for each level of organization  
  c) All the efforts to achieve the goals are directed by top management  
  d) Are delegated to the next lower level to be achieved  
17. Which of the management tasks is the most important for a supervisory manager?  
  a) Planning  
  b) Organizing  
  c) Controlling  
  d) Staffing  
 18. A budget is an example of which of the following plan?  
  a) Strategic plan  
  b) Estimating Plan  
  c) Informal plan  
  d) Standing plan  



19. Which of the following is the final step in the decision-making process?  
  a) Identifying the problem  
  b) Evaluating the decision’s effectiveness  
  c) Identifying decision criteria  
  d) Selecting an alternative that can resolve the problem  
20. The behavioral dimension of leadership involving the concern that the leader has for the feelings, needs, personal 
interest, problems, and well being of followers is referred to as which of the following?  
  a) Consideration  
  b) Initiating structure  
  c) Autocratic  
  d) Democratic  
21. What type of an organization actively creates, acquires, and transfers knowledge within itself and is able to modify 
its behavior to reflect new knowledge?  
  a) Enlightened organization  
  b) Conceptualized organization  
  c) Learning organization  
  d) Modern organization  
22. A primary benefit of MBO is:  
  a) Avoid competition  
  b) Resistance against new entrance  
  c) Improve employee motivation  
  d) Increase resources  
23. Functional departmentalization groups jobs by which of the following?  
  a) Tasks they perform  
  b) Territories they serve  
  c) Products or services they manufacture or produce  
  d) Type of customer they serve  
24. Henri Fayol, a French industrialist, first analyzed what managers do and divided that work into functions. The study 
of the management function that defines goals and establishes strategies to achieve them is called:  
  a) Planning  
  b) Organizing  
  c) Leading  
  d) Controlling  
25. Which one of the following items best reflects the extent to which a society places a high value on reducing risk and 
instability?  
  a) Uncertainty avoidance  
  b) Power distance  
  c) Masculinity/femininity  
  d) Long-term/short-term orientation  
26. Mr. A is a Manager on XYZ company; he has a reputation for being an open and honest person and understands how 
to motivate employees and customers, he said to have good____________ skills.  
  a) Sales  
  b) Political 
  c) Interpersonal  
  d) Technical  
27. Someone who works with and through other people by coordinating their work activities to accomplish 
organizational goals is called:  
  a) A Very intelligent: Individual  
  b) A Supervisor of Production Work 
  c) A Manager  
  d) An operation Supervisor  
 28. SWOT analysis divides organizational strength into two categories; Common strength and______________. 
  a) Strategic imitation  



  b) Competitive Parity 
  c) Distinctive Competencies  
  d) Threats  
29. The Continues line if authority that extends from the upper level of management to the lowest levels of the 
organization is called:  
  a) Authority line of responsibility  
  b) Unity of Commerce  
  c) Responsibility factor 
  d) Chain of command  
30. Which is the most common cause of business failure?  
  a) Insufficient Capital  
  b) Unstable market  
  c) Insufficient experience  
  d) Poor Entrepreneurship  
31. Which of the following is the accountability for the achievement of objectives, the use of resources, and the 
adherence to organizational policy?  
  a) Power  
  b) Responsibility 
  c) Authority  
  d) Planning  
32. Organizations can play role in addressing global environment issues through all of the following ways EXCEPT:  
  a) Greening of Management 
  b) Depletion of natural Resources  

c) Fulfilling their Social Obligation  
d) Avoiding industrial accidents  

33. __________________ are large scale action plans of an organization for interacting with environment in order to 
achieve long term goals.  
  a) Objectives 
  b) Strategic Goals 
  c) Strategies  
  d) Actions  
34. Living Organisms take substances from their environment such as food and air and return other substances 
environment. This is an example of  
  a) Close System  
  b) Hybrid System 
  c) Open System  
  d) None of Above  
35. When the strength provides superior and unique customer value and is difficult to imitate then the distinctive 
competence creates a sustainable____________. 
  a) Competitive Advantage  
  b) Scope  
  c) Resource Deployment  
  d) Effective Strategy  
36. Which of the following organization is rigidly controlled and efficient?  
  a) Organic 
  b) Mechanistic  
  c) Horizontal  
  d) Learning 
37. In a juice making company sales manager has the set the goal of increasing the sales by 10% in summer season. At 
the end of summer Manager will check either goal has archived or not. This function is known as  
  a) Planning  
  b) Organizing  



  c) Leading 
  d) Controlling  
38. When the strength provides superior and unique customer value and is difficult to imitate then the distinctive 
competence creates a sustainable _______. 
   a) Competitive Advantage  
  b) Scope  
  c) Resource deployment  
  d) Effective strategy  
39. Dell Company sells the variety of products like computers, laptops, accessories over the internet. Dell is engaged in  

a) Intranet  
b) Extranet  
c) E-commerce  
d) E-Business  

40. The people who work under the first line managers are often called by all of the following names EXCEPT:  
  a) Non managers  
  b) Supervisors  
  c) Skilled workers  
  d) Semi skilled workers  
 41. A plan developed to carry out a course of action that is not likely to be repeated in the future is called:  
  a) Single use plan  
  b) Specific plan  
  c) Reaction plan  
  d) Directional plan  
42. The leader of an organization performs __________, as per Mintzberg.  
  a) An Interpersonal role  
  b) An Informational role 
  c) A Decisional role  
  d) All of the given options  
43. A manager transmits the information outside the organization. He is performing which of the following role? 
  a) Spokes person  
  b) Representative  
  c) Disseminator  
  d) Agent  
44. Which of the following skill is most essential to get most out of the people?  
  a) Technical skill  
  b) Conceptual skill 
  c) Human skills  
  d) Mechanical skill  
45. The degree to which jobs are standardized and guided by rules and procedures is called:  
  a) Work specialization  
  b) Centralization  
  c) Decentralization  
  d) Formalization  
46. Which factor has been the most rapidly changing component in an organization’s general environment in the past 
quarter-century?  
  a) Global  

b) Economic  
c) Social  
d) Technological  

 
 
 
 



47. Monitoring organizational progress towards goal attainment is called:  
  a) Planning  

b) Organizing  
c) Leading  
d) Controlling  

48. Which one of the following individuals is most closely associated with scientific management?  
  a) Fredrick Taylor  
  b) Mary Parker Follett  
  c) Harold Koontz 
  d) Max Weber  
 49. Which of the following means that you achieve the best possible balance among several goals?  
  a) Sacrificing  
  b) Satisfying  
  c) Minimizing  
  d) Optimizing  
50. PERT Chart assists in _________ the tasks within an organization. 
  a) Budgeting  
  b) Scheduling  
  c) Evaluating  
  d) Finalizing 
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1. Railway Product Ltd makes one product that sells for Rs. 72 per unit. Fixed costs are Rs. 81,000 per month & the 
product has a contribution to sales ratio of 37.5%. In a period when actual sales were Rs. 684,000 the company's unit 
margin of safety was:  
  a) 4,000 units  
  b) 4,800 units  
  c) 5,500 units  
  d) 6,500 units  
2. If Selling price per unit Rs. 15.00; Direct Materials cost per unit Rs. 3.50; Direct Labour cost per unit Rs. 4.00 Variable 
Overhead per unit Rs. 2.00; Budgeted fixed production overhead costs are Rs. 60,000 per annum charged evenly across 
each month of the year. Budgeted production costs are 30,000 units per annum. What is the Net profit per unit under 
Absorption costing method.  
  a) Rs. 9.50  
  b) Rs. 15.00  
  c) Rs. 11.50  
  d) Rs. 3.50 
3. Superior started 80,000 gallons of paint. During the month the company completed 92,000 gallons and transferred 
them to the mixing department. Superior had 38,000 gallons in beginning inventory and 26,000 gallons in ending 
inventory. Material is added at the beginning of the process and conversion costs are added evenly throughout the 
process. Beginning WIP was 30% complete as to conversion costs and ending WIP was 20% complete as to conversion 
costs. The company uses a FIFO costing the cost data for February follow: Beginning inventory: Direct materials Rs.22, 
200 Conversion costs Rs. 44,000 Costs added this period: Direct materials Rs. 150,000 Conversion costs Rs. 343,200. 
What was the cost of direct materials in ending inventory?  
  a) Rs. 37,560  
  b) Rs. 42,600  
  c) Rs. 45,550  
  d) Rs. 48,750  
4. Which of the following costs would NOT be a period cost?  
  a) Indirect materials  
  b) Administrative salaries  
  c) Advertising costs  
  d) Selling costs  
5. Cost imposed on a firm includes cost when it foregoes an alternative action but doesn't make a physical payment. 
Such costs are known as?  
  a) Firm cost 
  b) Product cost  
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  c) Implicit cost  
  d) Explicit cost  
6. Which of the following is CORRECT to calculate cost of goods manufactured?  
  a) Direct labor costs plus total manufacturing costs  
  b) The beginning work in process inventory plus total manufacturing costs and subtract the ending work in  
   process inventory  
  c) Beginning raw materials inventory plus direct labor plus factory overhead  
  d) Conversion costs and work in process inventory adjustments results in cost of goods manufactured  
7. If EOQ = 360 units, order costs are Rs. 5 per order, and carrying costs are Rs. 0.20 per unit, what is the usage in units?  

 a) 2,592 units  
 b) 25,920 units18,720 units  
 c) 129,600 units  

8. In cost Accounting, normal loss is/are charged to:  
  a) Factory overhead control account  
  b) Work in process account  
  c) Income Statement  
  d) All of the given options  
9. The flux method of labor turnover denotes:  
  a) Workers employed under the expansion schemes of the company  
  b) The total change in the composition of labor force  
  c) Workers appointed against the vacancy caused due to discharge or quitting of the organization  
  d) Workers appointed in replacement of existing employees  
10. Over applied FOH will always result when a predetermined FOH rate is applied and:  
  a) Production is greater than defined capacity  
  b) Actual overhead costs are less than budgeted  
  c) Budgeted capacity is less than normal capacity  
  d) Actual overhead incurred is less than applied Overhead  
11. Capacity Variance / Volume Variance arises due to  
  a) Difference between Absorbed factory overhead and budgeted factory or capacity attained  
  b) Difference between Absorbed factory overhead and absorption rate  
  c) Difference between Budgeted factory overhead for capacity attained and FOH actually incurred  
  d) None of the given options  
12. If a company uses a predetermined rate for the application of factory overhead, the idle capacity variance is the:  
  a) Over or under applied fixed cost element of overheads  
  b) Over or under applied variable cost element of overheads  
  c) Difference in budgeted costs and actual costs of fixed overheads items  
  d) Difference in budgeted cost and actual costs of variable overheads items  
13. At the end of the accounting period, a production department manager submits a production report that shows all 
of the following EXCEPT:  
  a) Number of units in the beginning work in process  
  b) Number of units sold  
  c) Number of units in the ending work in process and their estimated stage of completion  
  d) Number of units completed  
14. In a process costing system, the journal entry used to record the transfer of units from Department A, a processing 
department, to Department B, the next processing department, includes a debit to:  
  a) Work in Process Department A and a credit to Work in Process Department B  
  b) Work in Process Department B and a credit to Work in Process Department A   
  c) Work in Process Department B and a credit to Materials  
  d) Finished Goods and a credit to Work in Process Department B  
15. In the process costing when labor is charged to production department no 1. What would be the journal entry 
Passed?  
  a) Payroll a/c To W.I.P (Dept-I)  
  b) Payroll a/c To W.I.P (Dept-II)  



  c) W.I.P (Dept-I) To Payroll a/c  
  d) W.I.P (Dept-II) To Payroll a/c  
16. Which of the following method of accounting for joint product cost will produce the same gross profit rate for all 
products?  
  a) Actual costing method  
  b) Services received method  

c) Market value method  
d) Physical quantity method  

17. Which of the following costing method provide the added benefit of usefulness for external reporting purpose?  
  a) Absorption costing  
  b) Marginal costing  
  c) Direct costing  
  d) Variable costing  
18. Contribution margin contributes to meet which one of the following options?  
  a) Variable cost  
  b) Fixed cost  
  c) Operating cost  
  d) Net Profit  
19. If sales price and variable cost per unit both increases at10% and the fixed cost does not change, what does its effect 
be on the contribution margin per unit and contribution margin ratio?  
  a) Contribution margin per unit and the contribution margin ratio both remains unchanged  
  b) Contribution margin per unit and the contribution margin ratio both increases  
  c) Contribution margin per unit increases and the contribution margin ratio remains unchanged  
  d) Contribution margin per unit decreases and the contribution margin ratio remains decreases  
20. Which of the following factor/s would cause the break-even point to change? 
  a) Increased sales volume  
  b) Fixed costs increased due to addition of physical plant  
  c) Total variable costs increased as a function of higher production  
  d) All of the given options  
21. Bruce Inc. has the following information about Rut, the only product sold. The selling price for each unit is Rs. 20, the 
variable cost per unit is Rs. 8, and the total fixed cost for the firm is Rs. 60,000. Bruce has budgeted sales of Rs. 130,000 
for the next period. What is the margin of safety in Rs. for Bruce?  
  a) Rs. 30,000  
  b) Rs. 70,000  
  c) Rs. 100,000  
  d) Rs. 130,000  
22. Production budget is an example of which of the following budget?  
  a) Functional budget  
  b) Master budget  
  c) Cost of goods sold budget  
  d) Sales budget  
23. Which of the following is the main objective of direct material budget?  
  a) Determination of minimum and maximum stock level  
  b) Developing purchasing requirements  
  c) Financial Arrangements  
  d) All of the given options  
24. All of the following compose cost of goods sold EXCEPT:  
  a) Raw material  
  b) Labor  
  c) Capital  
  d) Factory overhead  
25. Financial managers use which of the following to plan for monthly financing needs?  
  a) Capital budget  



  b) Cash budget  
  c) Income Statement budget  
  d) Selling & administrative expenses budget  
26. Which of the following sentences is the best description of zero-base budgeting?  

a) Zero-base budgeting is a technique applied in government budgeting in order to have a neutral effect on  
policy issues  

  b) Zero-base budgeting requires a completely clean sheet of paper every year, on which each part of the  
organization must justify the budget it requires  
c) Zero-base budgeting starts with the figures of the previous period and assumes a zero rate of change  
d) Zero based budgeting is an alternative name of flexible budget   

27. Which of the following cost is linked with the calculation of cost of inventories?  
  a) Product cost  
  b) Period cost  
  c) Both product and period cost  
  d) Historical cost  
28. You made Rs. 10,000 loan to your cousin's company. At the end of one year, the company returned to you Rs. 
10,850. The Rs. 850 is called which one of the following?  
  a) Increases in loan  
  b) Increases in dividends  
  c) An 8.5% return on investment  
  d) All of the given options  
29. Machine lubricant used on processing equipment in a manufacturing plant would be classified as a:  
  a) Period cost (manufacturing overhead)  
  b) Period cost (Selling, General & Admin)  
  c) Product cost (manufacturing overhead)  
  d) Product cost (Selling, General & Admin)  
30. An average cost is also known as:  
  a) Variable cost  
  b) Unit cost  
  c) Total cost  
  d) Fixed cost  
31. Finished goods inventory costs represent the costs of goods that are:  
  a) Currently being worked on  
  b) Waiting to be worked on  
  c) Waiting to be sold  
  d) Already delivered to customers  
32. Which of the following is deducted from purchases in order to get the value of Net purchases?  
  a) Purchases returns  
  b) Carriage inward  
  c) Custom duty  
  d) All of the given options  
33. Which of the following is correct?  
  a) Units sold= Opening finished goods units + Units produced – Closing finished 
  goods units 
  b) Units Sold = Units produced + Closing finished goods units - Opening finished goods units  
  c) Units sold = Sales + Average units of finished goods inventory  
  d) Units sold = Sales - Average units of finished goods inventory  
 34. In cost Accounting, normal loss is/are charged to:  
  a) Factory overhead control account  
  b) Work in process account  
  c) Income Statement  
  d) All of the given options  



35. Material requisition is a document that supports the requirement of the material. This document is sent to store 
incharge and approved by: 
  a) Store manager  
  b) Production manager  
  c) Supplier manager  
  d) Purchase manager  
36. Over applied FOH will always result when a predetermined FOH rate is applied and:  
  a) Production is greater than defined capacity  
  b) Actual overhead costs are less than budgeted  
  c) Budgeted capacity is less than normal capacity  
  d) Actual overhead incurred is less than applied Overhead  
37. Which of the following would be considered as factory overhead using a job order cost system?  
  a) Direct materials  
  b) Direct labor  
  c) Depreciation on factory buildings  
  d) Salesperson's salary  
38. At the end of the accounting period, a production department manager submits a production report that shows all 
of the following EXCEPT:  
  a) Number of units in the beginning work in process  
  b) Number of units sold  
  c) Number of units in the ending work in process and their estimated stage of completion  
  d) Number of units completed  
39. In order to compute equivalent units of production, which of the following must be reasonably estimated?  
  a) Units   
  b) The percentage of completion  
  c) Direct material cost  
  d) Units started and completed  
40. When 10,000 ending units of work-in-process are 30% completed as to conversion, it means:  
  a) 30% of the units are completed  
  b) 70% of the units are completed  
  c) Each unit has been completed to 70% of its final stage  
  d) Each of the units is 30% completed  
41. LG has incurred cost of Rs. 60,000 for material. Further it incurred Rs. 35,000 for labor and Rs. 70,000 for factory 
overhead. There was no beginning and ending work in process. 7,500 units were completed and transferred out. What 
would be the unit cost for material?  
  a) Rs. 22  
  b) Rs. 16  
  c) Rs. 14  
  d) Rs. 8  
42. A chemical process has normal wastage of 10% of input. In a period, 2,500 Kg of material were input and there was 
abnormal loss of 75 Kg. What quantity of good production was achieved?  
  a) 2,175 kg  
  b) 2,250 kg  
  c) 2,425 kg  
  d) 2,500 kg  
43. If the cost per equivalent unit is Rs. 1.60. The equivalent units of output are 50,000. The WIP closing stock is 10,000 
units, 40% completed. What will be the value of closing stock?  
  a) Rs. 9,600  
  b) Rs. 80,000  
  c) Rs. 16,000 
  d) Rs. 6,400  
44. Which of the given cost does not become the part of cost unit?  
  a) Advertising expenses  



  b) Direct labor cost  
  c) Factory overhead cost  
   d) Cost of raw material  
45. Which of the given cost becomes the part of cost unit?  
  a) Direct material cost  
  b) Factory overhead  
  c) Direct labor cost  
  d) All of the given options  
46. The main difference between the profit center and investment center is:  
  a) Decision making  
  b) Revenue generation  
  c) Cost incurrence  
  d) Investment  
47. The Economic Order Quantity is the amount of inventory to be ordered at one time for purpose to minimize:  
  a) Conversion cost  
  b) FOH cost  
  c) Inventory cost  
  d) Prime cost  
48. The annual demand for a stock item is 2,500 units. The cost of placing an order is Rs. 80 and the cost holding an item 
in stock is for one year is Rs. 15. Required: What is the EOQ?  
  a) 163 units  
  b) 1250 units  
  c) 5,000 units  
  d) 160 units  
49. TO whom purchase order form is issued to place an order?  
  a) Work station incharge  
  b) Store incharge  
  c) Supplier  
  d) Manager  
50. What type of information CANNOT get from bin card?  
  a) It provides the information for Reorder level  
  b) It provides the information for Economic order quantity  
  c) It provides the information for Maximum daily consumption  
  d) It provides the information for Cost of material consumed  
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1. The three major types of ethical issues include except? 
  a) Communication issues  
  b) Systematic issues  
  c) Corporate issues  
  d) Individual issues  
2. Which of the following refers to the reasoning process by which human behaviors, institutions, or policies are judged 
to be in accordance or not with moral standards?  
  a) Moral reasoning  
  b) Moral duty  
  c) Moral justice  
  d) None of the above  
3. The principle of categorical imperative is given by  
  a) James Mill  
  b) Herbert Spencer  
  c) Jeremy Bentham  
  d) Immanuel Kant  
 4. Which kind of theory Utilitarianism has? 
  a) Ethical  
  b) Conceptual  
  c) Behavioral  
  d) None of the above  
5. In which year Justice Department charged the accounting firm of Arthur Andersen for obstruction of justice?  
  a) 2000  
  b) 2001  
  c) 2002 
  d) 2003  
6. The main purpose of business ethics is to?  
  a) Understanding ethical uncertainties 
  b) Principles and concepts  
  c) Application of practices  
  d) All of the above  
7. The contributive principle of distributive justice measured the contributions in terms of:  
  a) Economic quality  
  b) Minimum standard of living 
  c) Work effort  
  d) Opportunity  
8. An acquired disposition that is a valuable part of a morally good person, exhibited in the person's habitual behavior is 
known as?  
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  a) Moral responsibility  
  b) Moral ethics 
  c) Moral virtue  
  d) None of the above  
9. Which one of the following is not considered as category of issues involving justice?  
  a) Distributive justice  
  b) Retributive justice 
  c) Compulsory justice  
  d) Compensatory justice  
10. Utilitarianism suggests that it is ethical to make decisions based on:  
  a) Moral virtues  
  b) Common decency 
  c) What is best for most people.  
  d) None of the given  
11. Which one of the following is the right order for three stages of moral development?  
  a) Principled morality, conventional morality and selfish 
  b) Conventional morality, Principled morality and selfish  
  c) Selfish, Conventional morality and Principled morality  
  d) None of the above  
12. Which of the following choices does NOT describe a situation that is covered by the concept of rights?  
  a) The absence of prohibitions against an activity  
  b) The authorization to do something to secure one's interests 
  c) The necessity of doing something required by authority  
  d) The existence of prohibitions on others to enable individuals to pursue an activity  
13. Right action comes to be defined in terms of moral principles chosen because of their logical comprehensiveness, 
universality, and consistency is known as?  
  a) Interpersonal Concordance Orientation 
  b) Universal Ethical Principles Orientation  
  c) Social Contract Orientation  
  d) Law and Order Orientation  
14. “Principle of Utility” as a method was the idea of:  
  a) James Mill  
  b) Herbert Spencer 
  c) Jeremy Bentham  
  d) Kant  
15. Which one of the following is not a basic type of moral standards?  
  a) Utilitarianism  
  b) Rights  
  c) Justice  
  d) Relevant  
16. Which one of the following ethic sees concrete communities and communal relationships as having a fundamental 
value?  
  a) The care of ethic  
  b) Demands of caring 
  c) Communitarian ethic  
  d) Socialism  
17. Which one of the following moral judgment approaches will be used where someone has to make a decision how 
benefits and burdens should be distributed among the members of a group? 
  a) Utility  
  b) Rights  
  c) Justice  
  d) Caring  



18. Socialist view on distribution is best described as: 
  a) From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs  
  b) The benefits a person receives should be proportional to his contribution  
  c) From each they choose, to each as they are chosen  
  d) Always treat humanity as an end in itself rather than as a means  
 19. The three major types of ethical issues include except? 
  a) Communication issues  
  b) Systematic issues  
  c) Corporate issues  
  d) Individual issues  
20. The person's reasons for acting must be reasons that he or she would be willing to have all others use, even as a 
basis of how they treat him or her is known as? 
  a) Reversibility  
  b) Universal ability  
  c) Rule utilitarianism  
  d) None of the above  
21. Which statement reflects the "punishment and obedience orientation" stage(stage one) of moral development?  
  a) I don't steal because my friends don't steal 
  b) I don't steal because I don't want to be spanked  
  c) I don't steal because it would harm society as a whole  
  d) I don't steal because it wouldn't be fair to everyone else if I did  
22. Justice Based on needs and abilities is known as? a) Communism 
  b) Capitalism  
  c) Socialism  
  d) None of the above  
23. An acquired disposition that is a valuable part of a morally good person, exhibited in the person's habitual behavior 
is known as?  
  a) Moral responsibility  
  b) Moral ethics 
  c) Moral virtue  
  d) None of the above  
 24. Which one of the following justices refers to the just imposition of penalties and punishments?  
  a) Distributive 
  b) Retributive  
  c) Compensatory  
  d) Kantian  
25. In which of the following someone looks at individual acts to see whether they produce more pleasure, one looks 
only at moral rules at actions of a particular type? 
  a) Rule utilitarianism  
  b) Conventional utilitarianism  
  c) Weighting cost and benefit  
  d) None of the above  
26. John Maynard Keynes arguments were the most influential in economics, when they become less convincing?  
  a) 1970  
  b) 1980  
  c) 1960  
  d) 1990 1 
27. Which one of the following is not considered as category of issues involving justice?  
  a) Distributive justice  
  b) Retributive justice  
  c) Compulsory justice  
  d) Compensatory justice  
28. Studies indicate that which economic system has more advantages among all the systems?  



  a) Open Economy  
  b) Closed Economy  
  c) Mixed Economy  
  d) None of the above  
 29. Which of the following deals with the distribution of benefits and burdens, mostly in the evaluation of social, 
political, and economic institutions?  
  a) Retributive justice  
  b) Compensatory justice  
  c) Distributive Justice  
  d) Ethical justice  
30. Which one of the following is not included as a part of moral standard?  
  a) Values  
  b) Social class  
  c) Beliefs  
  d) Norms  
31. Which of the following refers to the ability of a person or a country to produce a particular good at a lower 
opportunity cost than another country?  
  a) Absolute advantage  
  b) Comparative Advantage  
  c) Resource efficiency  
  d) Natural advantage  
32. The modern corporations consist of ________.  
  a) None of the given  
  b) Stock holders, Employees, Customers  
  c) Stock holders, Employees, Directors  
  d) Directors, Managers, Customers   
33. Which one of the following is NOT the criterion employed by different ethicists to evaluate moral reasoning?  
  a) Moral reasoning must be logical  
  b) Factual evidence must be accurate, relevant, and complete  
  c) Moral standards must be consistent  
  d) Moral development must be ethical  
34. Mujeeb and Imran are defendants charged by the government for insider trading. According to the prisoner's 
dilemma scenario what will result in the worst outcome for Mujeeb?  
  a) Mujeeb confesses and Imran does not.  
  b) Both Mujeeb and Imran confess.  
  c) Both Mujeeb and Imran stay silent.  
  d) Mujeeb doesn’t confess and Imran Does  
 35. Who is the supporter of Categorical Imperative?  
  a) Kant  
  b) Sidgwick  
  c) Bentham  
  d) Mill  
36. If Sameer destroy Sajjid s property or injure him bodily, Sameer will be held morally responsible for paying him 
damages. This is an example of:  
  a) Redistributive justice  
  b) Compensatory Justice  
  c) Distributive justice  
  d) Socialist s justice  
37. Suppose a female manager supervises 10 people and one of them is a friend of hers. One day she catches her friend 
stealing from the company. Should she turn in her friend as company policy requires or should she say nothing to 
protect her friend. This is an example of?  
  a) Demands of caring  
  b) Demand of justice  



  c) Conflict between caring and justice  
  d) None of the given options 
38. Which one of the following moral judgment approaches will be used when someone's actions and policies will 
substantially affect the welfare and freedom of specifiable individuals?  
  a) Utility  
  b) Rights  
  c) Justice  
  d) Caring  
39. In which system slavery would be entirely legal?  
  a) Free market system  
  b) Command economy system  
  c) Voluntary exchange system  
  d) Pure free market  
 40. Who has defended free markets on the basis of utilitarian argument?  
  a) Friedrich A. Hayek  
  b) Alasdair MacIntyre  
  c) Adam smith  
  d) John Locke  
41. Which of the following is an economic system in which the means of production are privately owned and operated 
for a profit?  
  a) Communism  
  b) Capitalism  
  c) Liberalism  
  d) Socialism  
42. Which of the following economist has the harshest and most influential critics of the inequalities that private 
property institutions and free markets accused of creating?  
  a) John Maynard Keynes  
  b) Karl Marx  
  c) Adam Smith  
  d) David Ricardo  
43. Which of the following is NOT a moral outcome of perfectly competitive markets?  
  a) Justice  
  b) Utility  
  c) Rights  
  d) Faith  
44. Chicken Delight is chain of food stores whose major product is chicken. Chicken Delight would sell a franchise license 
to a person only if the person also agreed to purchase a certain number of cookers, fryers, and other suppliers. This is an 
example of:  
  a) Tying arrangement  
  b) Exclusive dealing arrangement  
  c) Retail price maintenance agreement  
  d) Manipulation of supply  
45. Which markets embody sense of justice?  
  a) Mixed markets  
  b) Liberal markets  
  c) Free Markets  
  d) None of the above  
46. Which of the following choices does NOT describe a situation that is covered by the concept of rights?  
  a) The absence of prohibitions against an activity  
  b) The authorization to do something to secure one's interests  
  c) The necessity of doing something required by authority  
  d) The existence of prohibitions on others to enable individuals to pursue an activity  
47. Which theory claims that people would be lazy without private property?  



  a) Capitalism  
  b) Socialism  
  c) Utilitarianism  
  d) None of the above  
48. The most influential economic institutions are designed to achieve?  
  a) Production of the goods  
  b) Distribution of the goods  
  c) Both a and B  
  d) None of the above  
 49. According to Aristotle’s view, how do we learn virtue?  
  a) By Habit  
  b) By dialectical argument  
  c) By rational instruction d) By learning from our mistakes 
50. Which philosopher defended the idea that we should always treat humanity as an end in itself rather than a means?   

a) Kant  
b) Mill  
c) Bentham  
d) Rawls 
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1. Which of the following works in conjunction with routers and firewalls by monitoring network usage anomalies to 
protect a company’s information systems resources from external as well as internal misuse?  
  a) Encryption 
  b) Intrusion Detection Systems  
  c) Firewall 
   d) All of above 
2. Which of the following includes assessment of controls already been implemented or planned, probability that they 
can be broken, assessment of potential loss despite such controls existing? 
  a) Control Analysis  
  b) Vulnerability Assessment  
  c) Risk Management 
  d) All of above 
3. In drawing a proper flowchart, all necessary steps that are a part of process should be listed out in ---------------------- 
order. 
  a) Logical  
  b) Physical  
  c) Random 
  d) Top to Bottom  
4. ___________ is related to defining the information needs and how these will be obtained.  
  a) Infrastructure 
  b) Architecture  
  c) System  
5. Rectangle shape in the flow charts represents___________  
  a) Decision 
  b) Process  
  c) Terminator  
6. _________ is an object that exists and is distinguishable from other objects.  
  a) Value Sets 
  b) Entity  
  c) Relationships  
7. Object oriented analysis generates _________  
  a) Implementation constraints  
  b) System Interfaces  
  c) Conceptual model of Information  
8. Which of the following is not considered during OO Design?  
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  a) Concurrency factor 
  b) Usability factor    

c) Distribution factor  
9. Which of the following is the characteristic of being able to assign a different meaning or usage to something in 
different contexts - specifically?  
  a) OOP 
  b) Polymorphism  
  c) Encapsulation  
  d) Inheritance  
10. Which of the following is some action or event that can lead to a loss? 
  a) Threat  
  b) Damage  
  c) Accident  
  d) None of the above  
 11. Distributing common information to every one may result ---------- and ---------. 
  a) Waste of time, confusion  
  b) Increase productivity, awareness  
  c) Cut time, cost  
  d) None of them  
12. __________ is an association among entities. There has to be a relationship between two entities  
  a) Value Sets  
  b) Cardinality  
  c) Relationships  
13. Which of the following works in conjunction with routers and firewalls by monitoring network usage anomalies to 
protect a company’s information systems resources from external as well as internal misuse?  
  a) Encryption 
  b) Intrusion Detection System  
  c) Firewall  
  d) All of above  
14. Which of the following is a methodology used to create a plan for how an organization will resume partially or 
completely interrupted critical functions within a predetermined time after a disaster or disruption?  
  a) Audit Logs  
  b) Disaster Plan  
  c) Audit Trials  
  d) Business continuity Plan 
15. Which of the following is a data model or diagram for high-level descriptions of conceptual data model? 
  a) ERD  
  b) Flow Chart    
  c) Algorithm 
  d) DFD 
16. Which of the following is a project management technique that divides complex projects into smaller, more easily 
managed segments or phases? 
  a) SDLC  
  b) System Design  
  c) System Analysis 
  d) Audit Trials  
17. Which of the following has collection of predefined procedures related to each other?  
  a) Organization 
  b) System  
  c) Firm 
18. Which of the following increment in incremental model is usually thecore product which addresses the basic 
requirements of the system? 
  a) First  



  b) Second 
  c) Third  
19. __________ overwrites every program/software/file it infects with itself. Hence the infected file no longer functions.  
  a) Dropper 
  b) Overwriting Viruses  
  c) Boot sector Virus  
20. __________ is a person who attempts to invade the privacy of the system.  
  a) Hacktivist 
  b) Hackers  
  c) Crackers  
21. Individuals using their skills to forward a political agenda, possibly breaking the law in the process, but justifying their 
actions for political reasons is called________ 
  a) Hacktivsts  
  b) Crackers  
  c) Hackers  
22. Both software objects and real time objects have__________  
  a) Identity and behavior  
  b) Identity and state  
  c) State and behavior  
23. Characteristics of object are called ________  
  a) Methods 
  b) Attributes  
  c) Status  
24. Which of the following carry characteristics of specialization? 
  a) Sub classes  
  b) Sub Interfaces  
  c) Sub objects  
25. Buying and selling of products, services and information via computer networks, primarily through Internet is: 
  a) E-Commerce  
  b) E-Business  
  c) Web Surfing  
  d) BPR  
26. An information system that supports the planning and assessment needs of executive management is  
  a) DSS  
  b) TPS  
  c) ERP  
  d) MIS  
  e) None of the above  
27. Decision makers who are concerned with tactical (short-term) operational problems and decision making are  
  a) Middle managers  
  b) Executive managers  
  c) Supervisors  
  d) Mobile managers  
  e) None of the above  
28. The application of information to scan an organization’s environment is:  
  a) External communication.  
  b) Information overload. 
  c) Sensing  
  d) Internal communication.  
  e) None of the above.  
 29. When a bank uses information to launch a personalized credit card product this:  
  a) Manages risks  
  b) Creates a new opportunity.  



  c) Adds value.  
  d) Reduces costs.  
  e) None of the above.  
30. When a bank uses business performance management software to monitor its performance in differences regions 
this:  
  a) Reduces costs.  
  b) Manages risks.  
  c) Adds value.  
  d) Creates a new opportunity.  
  e) None of the above.  
31. When a bank offers web self-service for customers to answer their questions, the primary outcome is:  
  a) Adds value.  
  b) Manages risks.  
  c) Reduces costs.  
  d) Creates a new opportunity.  
  e) None of the above.  
 32. The general transformation cycle for information is:  
  a) Information to data to knowledge.  
  b) Knowledge to data to information.  
  c) Data to knowledge to information.  
  d) Data to information to knowledge.  
  e) None of the above.  
33. The most important attribute of information quality that a manager requires is:  
  a) Relevance.  
  b) Media.  
  c) Presentation.  
  d) Timeliness.  
  e) None of the above.  
34. To improve the performance of a business process, which of the following is most relevant?  
  a) Input.  
  b) Processing. 
  c) Control and feedback  
  d) Output.  
35. Monitoring the legal constraints which a company operates under requires review of:  
  a) A company’s customers.  
  b) A company’s outputs.  
  c) A company’s macro-environment.  
  d) A company’s micro-environment.  
  e) All of the above.  
36. The majority of publically available Internet information sources are:  
  a) Created in XML.  
  b) Structured information.  
  c) Normal information.  
  d) Unstructured information.  
  e) None of the above.  
37. Records management:  
  a) Is a discipline limited to digitized paper documents.  
  b) Is a discipline limited to library books.  
  c) Is a discipline limited to paper documents.  
  d) Isa discipline limited to information contained in databases.  
  e) None of the above. 
38. Which of the following should be represented on an information flow diagram?  
  a) Entity  



  b) Source  
  c) Process  
  d) Attribute  
  e) Database  
39. A web blueprint depicts:  
  a) The layout of an individual web page  
  b) The layout of the home page  
  c) The layout of an index page  
  d) The layout of a website  
  e) The layout of a sitemap  
40. UML depicts information systems as a collection of:  
  a) Entities  
  b) Processes  
  c) Data  
  d) Information  
  e) Objects  
41. Which of the following statements describes taxonomy?  
  a) A browse-able hierarchy  
  b) A list of equivalent terms  
  c) A complex controlled vocabulary showing relationships  
42. Which of the following statements about XML schemas is incorrect?  
  a) Schemas can specify integer values  
  b) Schemas are defined by XSD tag  
  c) All XML documents must have a schema  
  d) Schemas provide data oriented data types  
  e) They offer more flexibility than DTDs  
43. Which of the following relates to enterprise interoperability?  
  a) DFD  
  b) Information flow diagram  
  c) XML  
  d) Entity relationship diagram  
44. Which of the following is not a type of navigation system for a web site?  

a) National  
b) Global  
c) Contextual  
d) Local  
e) Regional  

45. What should not be part of an acceptable use policy?  
  a) Allowable use of systems  
  b) Legal obligations  
  c) Encryption policies  
  d) User responsibilities  
  e) Account and password responsibilities  
 46. Use-case analysis focuses upon:  
  a) Data  
  b) Objects  
  c) Entities  
  d) Actors  
47. Which of the following is part of a static view of information?  
  a) Logical data model  
  b) Meta data  
  c) Data flow model  
  d) Information process model  



48. Contemporary Information Systems are interfacing with customers and suppliers using:  
  a) BPR  
  b) CRM  
  c) SCM  
  d) Both A and B  
  e) Both B and C  
49. Information systems that support the business functions that reach out to suppliers are known as:  
  a) Back office information systems  
  b) Decision support systems  
  c) Expert information systems  
  d) Front office information systems  
  e) None of the above  
50. Which of the following is not a class of information system applications?  
  a) Database management system  
  b) Decision support system  
  c) Expert system  
  d) Management information system  
  e) Office automation system  
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1. While calculating cost of asset under long hedge, what does F2 indicate?  
  A. Initial asset price  
  B. Initial futures price  
  C. Final asset price  
  D. Final futures price  
2. S & P 500 future stock index closes at $ 275 and spot price is $ 230. What is its basis?  
  A. 40 
  B. 45  
  C. 50  
  D. 55  
3. In which of the following situation, the writers of call options expect profit?  
  A. When the stock price declines  
  B. When the stock prices remain the same  
  C. When increase in stock price is less than premium 
  D. All of the given options  
4. Which of the following contributes to the smooth operation of an option market?  
  A. American Stock Exchange  
  B. Over the Counter Options  
  C. Chicago Board Options Exchange 
  D. Options clearing corporation  
5. Which of the following is defined as an option whose payoff depends on whether or not the underlying asset has 
reached or exceeded a predetermined price? 
  A. Barrier option  
  B. Forward start option  
  C. Over-the-counter options 
  D. Compound options  
6. Which of the following is an option which is paid for now, but will start at some prespecified date in the future?  
  A. Barrier option 
  B. Forward start option  
  C. Over-the-counter options  
  D. Compound options  
7. The direct trade between large institutional investors takes place in which of the following market?  
  A. Primary market   
  B. Secondary market  
  C. Third market 
  D. Fourth market  
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8. Which of the following statement is TRUE about value investors? 
  A. They are patient  
  B. They seek rapidly growing companies  
  C. They are speculators 
  D. They seek slow growing companies  
 9. An investor will purchase shares of companies in the development stage for:  
  A. Current income  
  B. Current income and capital gains  
  C. Passive losses to offset other income 
  D. Capital gains only  
10. Which of the following items from the Income Statement is typically used to judge the success of a company? 
  A. Earnings from continuing operations 

B. After-tax net income C. Operating income 
  D. Diluted net income per share  
11. Which one of the following financial instruments represents an ownership share in acorporation? 
  A. Common stock  
  B. Bond  
  C. Preferred stock  
  D. Term Finance certificates  
12. There are ____ broad categories of financial assets.  
  A. 2 
  B. 3  
  C. 4  
  D. 5  
13. Shares of McDonald Corporation are an example of a (n): 
  A. Standardized financial instrument  
  B. Non-standardized financial instrument since their prices can differ over time  
  C. Standardized financial liability instrument  
  D. Open-end investment  
14. _____________ promotes investment education and ethical behavior among those involved in the investment 
business.  
  A. Licensed International Financial Analyst (LIFA)  
  B. Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC) 
  C. Chartered Financial Analyst Institute (CFAI)  
  D. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)  
15. Which of the following function removes the fear of buying or selling at rip off price? 
  A. Fair pricing function  
  B. Continuous pricing function  
  C. Economic function  
  D. Exchange function  
16. The trading of listed securities in the NASDAQ market is known as:  
  A. Primary market 
  B. Third market 
  C. Secondary market  
  D. Fourth market  
17. Stocks of well-established companies that have stable earnings and no extensive liabilities are known as _______.  
  A. Growth stocks  

B. Income stocks  
C. Defensive stocks 

  D. Blue chip stocks  
18. Which of the following statement regarding short sales is NOT true? 
  A. Short sales are done with the expectation that prices will rise  
  B. Short sales can be executed only on an uptrend  



  C. Short sales are all done on margin  
  D. Short sales may be executed by both individuals and market makers  
19. Companies that have capitalization amounts between $500 million and $2billion are known as _________.  
  A. Small cap companies 
  B. Mid cap companies  
  C. Growth companies  
  D. Large cap companies  
20. A procedure for valuing the price of a stock by using predicted dividends and discounting them back to present value 
is known as.  
  A. Capital Asset Pricing Model 
  B. Dividend Discount Model  
  C. The Residual Earning Model  
  D. None of the given options  
21. In bar chart, which color indicates share prices are going up? 
  A. Black  
  B. White  
  C. Blue  
  D. Red 
22. In candlestick chart, what does white body candle depict?  
  A. Prices are moving down 
  B. Prices are moving up  
  C. Prices are constant 
  D. Prices are fluctuating  
23. On Balance Volume technique of technical analysis was developed by:  
  A. Charles Dow 
  B. Joseph Granville  
  C. John Bollinger  
  D. Welles Wilder  
24. Which of the following is relevant to market breadth?  
  A. Specialist inventory 
  B. Advance/declining ratio  
  C. Fundamental analysis  
  D. Ticker tape  
25. The Elliot Wave Theory is based on repeating ___________ waves cycle.  
  A. 4  
  B. 5  
  C. 7 
  D. 8  
26. Shares of McDonald Corporation are an example of a (n):  
  A. Standardized financial instrument  
  B. Non-standardized financial instrument since their prices can differ over time  
  C. Standardized financial liability instrument  
  D. Open-end investment  
27. Which of the following includes fixed income securities? 
  A. Bonds  
  B. Shares  
  C. Derivatives 
  D. Options  
28. Companies that have capitalization amounts of less than $500 million are known as _________.  
  A. Small cap companies  
  B. Mid cap companies  
  C. Growth companies  
  D. Large cap companies  



 29. In bar chart, which color indicates share prices are going down?  
  A. Blue  
  B. Black  
  C. White 
  D. Red  
30. What will be the resulting figure,when gross profit is divided by net sales? 
  A. Gross Margin  
  B. Operating margin  
  C. Net margin  

D. Profit margin  
31. In bottom-up approach of fundamental analysis, investors begin their analysis with: 

A. Industry  
B. Economy  
C. Market 

  D. Company 
32. Which of the following is EXCLUDED from Porter's competitive factors?  

A. Substitute products or services 
  B. Changes in the economy  

C. Bargaining power of buyers  
D. Rivalry between existing competitors  

33. Which of the following is defined as the gradual loss in value of equipment and other tangible assets over the course 
of its useful life?  
  A. Appreciation 
  B. Depreciation  
  C. Revaluation  
  D. Amortization  
34. On which of the following financial statements, revenues and expenses can be found?  
  A. Balance sheet 
  B. Income Statement  
  C. Statement of cash flows  
  D. Statement of changes in equity  
35. Which of the following is an example of brokerage fee charged by a stockbroker?  
  A. Margin profit  
  B. Insurance premium 
  C. Transaction cost  
  D. Capital expenditure  
36. Technical analysis is NOT applicable in which form of efficient market hypothesis?  
  A. Weak form efficiency  
  B. Semi-strong form efficiency  
  C. Strong-form efficiency  
  D. Weak and strong form of efficiency  
 37. Which of the following suggests that people express a different degree of emotion towards gains than towards 
losses? 
  A. Prospect Theory  
  B. Illusion of control  
  C. Anchoring 
  D. Loss aversion  
38. LSE 25 index was last reconstituted on _______ in line with the regular review policy.  
  A. 20th December, 2002  
  B. 1st July, 2006  
  C. 25th July, 2007  
  D. 1st July, 2008  
39. Which of the following is considered to be a characteristic of an equity security?   



  A. Fixed income  
  B. Debt  
  C. Price 
  D. Ownership  
40. Which of the following statement is TRUE about yield to maturity? 
  A. Yield to maturity is inversely related to bond price  
  B. Yield to maturity is always less than the yield to call  
  C. Yield to maturity will be less than the current yield 
  D. Yield to maturity tends to fall with a rise in duration  
41. The yield to maturity is equal to the realized compound return if all coupon interest payments:  
  A. Are not reinvested   

B. Are reinvested at the market rate  
C. Are reinvested at the bond's coupon rate 

  D. Are reinvested at the bond's yield to maturity  
42. Which of the following measures the sensitivity of an asset's price to interest rate movements, expressed as a 
number of years? 
  A. Duration  
  B. Yield to maturity  
  C. Convexity 
  D. Immunization  
43. Which of the following statement is FALSE regarding bond duration?  
  A. Duration is shorter than maturity for all bonds except zero coupon bonds  
  B. Duration is equal to maturity for zero coupon bonds 
  C. Duration is directly related to coupon yield  
  D. Duration is measured in years  
44. Which of the following statement is TRUE about duration of a bond? 
  A. It is less than maturity for bonds paying coupon interest  
  B. It is directly related to coupon yield  
  C. It decreases with maturity 
  D. It is greater than maturity for zero coupon bonds  
45. Which of the following statement is FALSE regarding bond duration?  
  A. Bond duration is inversely related to coupon rate  
  B. Duration of a zero-coupon bond equals its time to maturity  
  C. Holding maturity constant, a bond s duration is higher when the coupon rate is lower 
  D. Duration is longer than maturity for all bonds except zero coupon bonds  
46. Which of the following is known as speculative bond?  
  A. Government bond  
  B. Municipal bond  
  C. Sovereign bond 
  D. Junk bond  
47. Which of the following is referred to as risk-free bond? 
  A. Government bond  
  B. Municipal bond  
  C. Sovereign bond  
  D. Junk bond  
48. Diversification is the only way to protect investors from:  
  A. Market risk 
  B. Non Systematic risk  
  C. Systematic risk  
  D. General risk  
 



49. The excess return that an individual stock or the overall stock market provides over a risk-free rate is known as 
_____________. 
  A. Equity risk premium  
  B. Bond horizon premium  
  C. Share premium  
  D. Liquidity premium  
50. Systematic risk contains all of the following components EXCEPT:  
  A. Purchasing power risk  
  B. Market risk 
  C. Business risk  
  D. Interest rate risk 
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1. Which of the following statement is CORRECT regarding residual dividend policy?  
  a) Shareholders are paid dividend from capital  
  b) Dividend are paid after meeting all the financial needs of the firm  
  c) The management sets a fixed payout ratio  
  d) Shareholders are paid fixed dividend every year  
2. Since companies in some industries typically have high fixed costs, but have stable and predictable revenues. Which of 
the following statement would be TRUE about these companies?  
  a) Their degree of operating leverage is relatively low.  
  b) Their bond issues would tend to have a speculative rating.  
  c) Their overall business risk is relatively low.  
  d) They are unable to take on much additional financial risk.  
3. Which of the following changes will occur if a bond's yield-to-maturity increases, keeping other things equal ?  
  a) Its price will rise  
  b) Its price will remain unchanged  
  c) Its price will fall  
  d) Cannot be determined  
4. Since preferred stock dividends are fixed, valuing preferred stock is roughly equivalent to valuing:  
  a) A zero growth common stock.  
  b) A positive growth common stock  
  c) A short-term bond  
  d) An option.  
5. Which one of the following statements is TRUE regarding future value of a single sum?  
  a) Increase if the interest rate increases.  
  b) Remains unchanged if the interest rate changes  
  c) Decrease if the interest rate increases  
  d) All of the given options  
6. All of the following are the methods to evaluate the credit worthiness in business EXCEPT:  
  a) Market reputation  
  b) Previous payment record  
  c) Production plant capacity  
  d) Financial strength  
7. What is the main purpose of constructing a portfolio of financial assets?  
  a) To maximize risk and minimize the return  
  b) To minimize the risk and minimize the return  
  c) To maximize the return and minimize the risk  
  d) To minimize the return and minimize the risk  
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8. Inventory between various stages of production is known as:  
  a) Work in Process inventory  
  b) Finished goods inventory  
  c) Balanced goods inventory  
  d) Raw materials inventory  
9. Which of the following effects should be considered by a firm if it allows credit to its customers?  
  a) Cost of discount  
  b) Arrange loans to finance short term operations  
  c) Prices of goods  
  d) All of the given options  
 10. Which of the following is most relevant to a company’s ability to pay off its short-term obligation?  
  a) Dividend Policy  
  b) Net working capital  
  c) Operating Cycle  
  d) Profitability  
11. Which of the following is prepared by combining all the functional budgets?  
  a) A production budget  
  b) A cash budget  
  c) A sales budget 
  d) A master budget  
12. Which of the following should be ignored, while evaluating the financial viability of a project?  
  a) Initial cost  
  b) Equipment cost  
  c) Cost of capital  
  d) Sunk cost  
 13. A company has a dividend yield of 8%. If its dividend is expected to grow at a constant rate of 5%, what must be the 
expected rate of return on the company’s stock?  
  a) 14%  
  b) 13%  
  c) 12%  
  d) 10%  
 14. Determine a firm's total asset turnover (TAT) if its net profit margin (NPM) is 5 percent, total assets are $8 million, 
and ROI is 8 percent.  
  a) 1.60  
  b) 2.05  
  c) 2.50  
  d) 4.00  
15. Which of the following condition if exist will make the diversification more effective?  
  a) Securities contained in a portfolio are positively correlated  
  b) Securities contained in a portfolio are negatively correlated  
  c) Securities contained in a portfolio have high market values  
  d) Securities contained in a portfolio have low market values  
16. Which one of the following is a major limitation of Linear Programming Technique of capital projects selection?  
  a) Ignores the relative size of the Investment  
  b) Time value of money is not considered  
  c) Project cash flows are ignored  
  d) Project profitability is ignored  
17. Holding everything else constant, increasing fixed costs ________ the firm's break-even point.  
  a) Decreases  

b) Increases the covariance of  
c) Increases  
d) Does not affect  

18. The objective of financial management is to maximize _______ wealth.  



  a) Stakeholders  
  b) Shareholders  
  c) Bondholders  
  d) Directors  
19. What are the Indirect securities?  
  a) The securities whose value depends on the cash flows generated by the underlying assets 
  b) The securities whose value depends on the value of the underlying assets  
  c) The securities that indirectly generate returns for its investors  
  d) All of the given  
20. Which of the following is NOT an example of a financial intermediary?  
  a) Wisconsin S&L, a savings and loan association  
  b) Strong Capital Appreciation, a mutual fund  
  c) Microsoft Corporation, a software firm  
  d) College Credit, a credit union  
 21. Which of the following refers to the risk associated with interest rate uncertainty?  
  a) Default risk premium  
  b) Sovereign Risk Premium  
  c) Market risk premium  
  d) Maturity risk premium  
22. ______ is equal to (common shareholders' equity/common shares outstanding). 
  a) Book value per share  
  b) Liquidation value per share  

c) Market value per share  
d) None of the above 

23. Which of the following cannot be the drawback of using payback period technique of capital budgeting?  
a) It does not account for time value of money   
b) It neglects cash flows after the payback period  
 c) It does not use interest rate while making calculations  
d) It is a tricky and complicated method  

24. Which if the following is (are) true? I. The dividend growth model holds if, at some point in time, the dividend growth 
rate exceeds the stock’s required return. II. A decrease in the dividend growth rate will increase a stock’s market value, 
all else the same. III. An increase in the required return on a stock will decrease its market value, all else the same.  
  a) I, II, and III  
  b) I only  
  c) III only  
  d) II and III only  
25. Which group of ratios shows the extent to which the firm is financed with debt?  
  a) Liquidity ratios  
  b) Debt ratios  
  c) Coverage ratios  
  d) Profitability ratios  
26. What is the present value of Rs.8,000 to be paid at the end of three years if interest rate is 11%?  
  a) Rs. 5,850  
  b) Rs.4,872  
  c) Rs.6,725  
  d) Rs.1,842  
27. If a stock is purchased for $25 per share and held one year, during which time a $1.75 dividend is paid and the price 
climbs to $29.5, the nominal rate of return is:  
  a) 13%.  
  b) 14%.  
  c) 20%.  
  d) 25%.  



28. An investor receives a 15% total return by purchasing a stock for $40 and selling it after one year with a 5% capital 
gain. How much was received in dividend income during the year?  
  a) $2.00  
  b) $2.20  
  c) $4.00  
  d) $6.00  
29. How is it possible for real rates of return to increase during times when the rate of inflation increases?  
  a) Inflation increased more than the real return.  
  b) Nominal returns actually decreased.  
  c) Nominal returns increased more than inflation.  
  d) Nominal returns increased less than inflation.  
 30. Market interest rates have risen substantially in the 5 years since an investor purchased Treasury bonds that were 
offering a 7% return. If the investor sells now he or she is likely to receive:  
  a) Greater than a 7% total return.  
  b) Less than a 7% total return.  
  c) A 7% total rate of return.  
  d) A 7% nominal return but less than a 7% real return.  
31. In a year in which common stocks offered an average return of 18%, Treasury bonds offered 10% and Treasury bills 
offered 7%, the risk premium for common stocks was:  
  a) 1%.  
  b) 3%.  
  c) 8%.  
  d) 11%. 
32. In a year in which common stocks offered an average return of 18%, Treasury bonds offered 10% and Treasury bills 
offered 7%, the maturity risk premium was:  
  a) 1%.   
  b) 3%.  
  c) 8%.  
  d) 11%.  
33. What is the approximate variance of returns if over the past 3 years an investment returned 8.0%, -12.0%, and 
15.0%?  

a) 31 
  b) 131  

c) 182  
d) 961  

34. The standard deviations of individual stocks are generally higher than the standard deviation of the market portfolio 
because market portfolio:  
  a) Offer higher returns.  
  b) Have more systematic risk.  
  c) Have no diversification of risk.  
  d) Do not have unique risk.  
35. The benefits of portfolio diversification are highest when the individual securities have returns that:  
  a) Vary directly with the rest of the portfolio.  
  b) Vary proportionally with the rest of the portfolio.  
  c) Are less than perfectly correlated with the rest of the portfolio. 

d) Are counter cyclical.  
36. What is the expected return on a portfolio that will decline in value by 13% in a recession, will increase by 16% in 
normal times, and will increase by 23% during boom times if each scenario has equal likelihood?  
  a) 8.67%  

b) 13.00%  
c) 13.43%  
d) 17.33%  

 



37. Which of the following risks would be classified as a unique risk for an auto manufacturer?  
a) Interest rates  
b) Steel prices  
c) Business cycles  
d) Foreign exchange rates  

38. What nominal rate of return is earned by a one-year investor in a bond that was purchased for $1,000, has an 8% 
coupon, and was sold for $960?  
  a) -1.89%  
  b) 1.92%  
  c)  4%  
  d) 11.47%  
39. What real rate of return is earned by a one-year investor in a bond that was purchased for $1,000, has an 8% 
coupon, and was sold for $960 when the inflation rate was 6%?  
  a) -1.89%  
  b) 1.92%  
  c) 5.66%  
  d) 11.47%  
40. A maturity premium is offered on long-term Treasury bonds due to:  
  a) The risk of changing interest rates.  
  b) The risk of default.  
  c) Their unique risk.  
  d) Their systematic risk.  
41. Which of the following risk types can be diversified by adding stocks to a portfolio?  
  a) Systematic risk  
  b) Unique risk  
  c) Market risk  
  d) All of these  
42. If a security plots below the security market line, it is:  
  a) Not rewarding the investor for its unique risk.  
  b) Underpriced, a situation that should be temporary.  
  c) Offering too little return to justify its risk.  
  d) A defensive security, which expects to offer lower returns.  
43. A stock's beta measures the:  
  a) Average return on the stock.  
  b) Variability in the stock's returns compared to that of the market portfolio.  
  c) Difference between the return on the stock and return on the market portfolio.  
  d) Market risk premium on the stock.  
44. A stock with a beta greater than 1.0 would be termed:  
  a) An aggressive stock, expected to increase more than the market increases.  
  b) A defensive stock, expected to decrease more than the market increases.  
  c) An aggressive stock, expected to decrease more than the market increases.  
  d) A defensive stock, expected to increase more than the market decreases.  
45. What is the beta of a three-stock portfolio including 25% of stock A with a beta of .90, 40% of stock B with a beta of 
1.05, and 35% of stock C with a beta of 1.73?  
  a) 1.0  
  b) 1.17  
  c) 1.22  
  d) 1.25 
46. If Treasury bills are yielding 10% at a time when the market risk premium is 6%, then the:  
  a) Market portfolio should yield 4%.  

b) Market portfolio should yield 6%.  
c) Market portfolio should yield 16%.  
d) Market portfolio should yield 22%.  



47. Calculate the expected return on stock C given the following information: risk-free rate = 5%, market return = 13%, 
stock C beta = 1.3.  

a) 8.0%  
b) 10.4%  
c) 15.4%  
d) 16.9%  

48. The company cost of capital:  
a) Measures what investors want from the company.  
b) Depends on current profits and cash flows.  
c) Is measured using security book values.  
d) Depends on historical profits and cash flows.  

49. Capital structure decisions refer to the:  
a) Dividend yield of the firm's stock.  
b) Blend of equity and debt used by the firm.  
c) Capital gains available on the firm's stock.  
d) Maturity date for the firm's securities.  

50. What appears to be the targeted debt ratio of a firm that issues $15 million in bonds and $35 million in equity to 
finance its new capital projects? 

a) 15.00%  
b) 30.00%  
c) 35.00%  
d) 70.00%  
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1. Which of these skills is considered to be the cornerstone of the four building block skills?  
A) Personal flexibility  
B) Self-insight  
C) Perceptual skills  
D) Leadership capabilities  

2. Which of these approaches argues that there is no single best way to manage behavior?  
A) Hawthorne  
B) Scientific Management  
C) The cornerstone skill  
D) Contingency  

3. The area of "knowledge foundation" deals with the importance of  
A) understanding organizational behavior.  
B) the behavior management process.  
C) development of solutions for achieving behavioral goals.  
D) identification of the causes of behavior.  

4. Which of these steps of the behavior management process involves implementation of selected strategy, monitoring 
for effectiveness, and performing necessary adjustments?  

A) Step three  
B) Step two  
C) Step four  
D) Step one 

5. ________ is/are a key trend that is having a significant impact on behavior management today.  
A) Information technology  
B) Reverse discrimination  
C) Decreasing the amount of training for managers  
D) Stay-at-home mothers  

6. What is contributing to organizations taking a look at employee groups that had previously been overlooked, ignored, 
or shutout?  

A) Current discrimination laws  
B) Government monetary incentives  
C) New behavior management theories  
D) Economic pressures  

7. One way businesses can benefit from diversity in the work force is  
A) increased popularity.  
B) increased understanding of the marketplace.  
C) increased employee satisfaction.  
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D) minimizing EEOC/AA investigations.  
8. One drawback to the technology of today is  

A) it can actually accelerate the speed at which crises can strike a nation.  
B) it can keep employees too busy to stay in touch with their employers and organizations.  
C) it can decrease waste and efficiency in organizations.  
D) it can reduce the need for familiar methods of communication such as telegraph and faxes.  

9. The percentage of employees who work 50 or more hours per week has risen by _____ over the past twenty years.  
A) 25%  
B) 40%  
C) 30%  
D) 37.5%  

10. During the last thirty years, the percentage of dual-career married couples has grown by  
A) 24 percent.  
B) 96 percent.  
C) 60% percent.  
D) 36% percent.  

11. Two mechanisms by which the perception process takes place include internal processes and _____________.  
A) external influences  
B) central tendencies  
C) skill assessment  
D) process intensity  

12. External influences on perception include _____________.  
A) self-disclosure  
B) self-enhancing tactics  
C) the halo effect  
D) the figure-ground effect  

13. George Garrett of HolshowInsurance frequently speaks of his personal friendship with the State Insurance 
Commissioner when he attends organizational meetings. George is demonstrating which direct attempt at shaping 
others' perceptions?  

A) Self-presentation  
B) Self-enhancing tactics  
C) Audience extraction  
D) Personal constructs  

14. Which impression management method incorporates such areas as "brown nosing" and flattery?  
A) Self-enhancing  
B) Stereotypes  

  C) Other-enhancing  
D) Personal constructs  

15. Which of the following is suggested to help reduce unwanted impression management?  
A) Rely on "gut instinct"  
B) Reduction of ambiguity  
C) Personal flexibility and adaptability  
D) Outstanding perceptual skills  

16. When Alex Morton's consulting firm developed an elaborate logo and name for the organization, it was engaging in a 
form of ____________.  

A) business promotion  
B) coercion  
C) public relations  
D) corporate impression management  

17. Sometimes referred to as a self-fulfilling prophecy, ___________ is a process that recognizes our perceptions can 
impact the way we interact with others to the point we elicit behaviors that are in line with our own perceptions.  

A) audience extraction  
B) audience selectivity  



C) personal constructs  
D) halo effect 

18. Which term refers to our own unique understanding of how the work world operates?  
A) Audience selectivity 
B) Culture clash  
C) Personal constructs  
D) Halo effects  

19. Wanda Wall, the manager for Tax Troubles, Inc., generally supervises the 28 employees of her firm effectively. 
However, she consistently makes assumptions about certain employees such as they all prefer things like fried chicken 
because they are from the south. Which term is the most accurate descriptor of her behavior?  

A) Gossip  
B) Stereotyping 
C) Slander  
D) Personality  

20. What can managers do to increase the accuracy of their perceptions?  
A) Be more observing  
B) Lower your profile  
C) Recognize your own biases  
D) All of the above  

21. Whenever Gary Williams handles a situation that results in an erroneous or ineffective decision being made, he 
usually blames the other organizational members for supplying him with inaccurate information. This form of behavior is 
best identified as application of a(n) _______.  

A) internal attribution  
B) attribution theory of behavior  
C) behavior management process  
D) external attribution  

22. What is a key piece of information that we gather about an employee's behavior when using behavior to assign 
cause?  

A) The consistency of the behavior over time  
B) The significance of the behavior in relation to everyone else  
C) The impact the behavior will have on the work place  
D) The cost anticipated to modify the employee's behavior over time  

23. Which of the following is considered an attribution error?  
A) The halo effect  
B) Personal constructs  
C) The actor-observer effect  
D) All of the above  

24. In a survey of 1,300 middle managers, ________ % ranked knowledge and effort as being the most important 
contributing factors to their achievement of success. 
  A) 25  
  B) 81  
  C) 37  
  D) 67.5  
25. Which of the following is/are suggested to help combat biases and more effectively manage behavior?  
  A) Encourage subordinates to consider internal explanations for their own behaviors  
  B) Be aware that everyone has the tendency to take credit for success and avoid blame for failure  
  C) Try to do a full search for information  
  D) All of the above   
26. Over the past two decades, business schools have added required courses on people skills to many of their curricula. 
Why have they done this?  

A) Managers no longer need technical skills in subjects such as economics and accounting to succeed.  
B) There is an increased emphasis in controlling employee behavior in the workplace.  
C) Managers need to understand human behavior if they are to be effective.  



D) These skills enable managers to effectively lead human resources departments.  
E) A manager with good people skills can help create a pleasant workplace.  

27. Which of the following is most likely to be a belief held by a successful manager?  
A) Technical knowledge is all that is needed for success.  
B) It is not essential to have sound interpersonal skills.  
C) Technical skills are necessary, but insufficient alone for success.  
D) Effectiveness is not impacted by human behavior.  
E) Technical skills do not influence efficiency.  

28. What term is used for the extent to which an individual displays different behaviors in different situations?  
A) continuity  
B) integrity  
C) stability  
D) flexibility  
E) distinctiveness  

29. What does consensus refer to in attribution theory?  
A) There is general agreement about a perception.  
B) Different people respond the same way in the same situation.  
C) There is general agreement about how people desire to respond to the same situation.  
D) Different people perceive a situation similarly.  
E) All people behave precisely the same way in certain situations  

30. If everyone who is faced with a similar situation responds in the same way, attribution theory states that the 
behavior shows .  

A) consensus 
B) similarity  
C) reliability  
D) consistency  
E) stability  

31. Which of the following is not one of the four primary management functions?  
  A) controlling  
  B) planning  
  C) staffing  
  D) organizing  

E) leading  
32. Which of a manager’s primary roles requires the manager to define an organization’s goals, establish an overall 
strategy for achieving these goals and develop a comprehensive hierarchy of plans to integrate and coordinate 
activities?  

A) controlling  
B) planning  
C) staffing  
D) coordinating  
E) leading  

33. Determining how tasks are to be grouped is part of which management function?  
  A) planning  
  B) leading  

C) controlling  
D) organizing  
E) contemplating  

34. Mintzberg concluded that managers perform 10 different, highly interrelated roles. Which of the following is one of 
the broad categories into which these roles could be grouped?  

A) intrapersonal  
B) institutional  
C) decisional  
D) affective  



E) reflective  
35. As a manager, one of Joe’s duties is to present awards to outstanding employees within his department. Which 
Mintzberg managerial role is Joe acting in when he does this?  
  A) leadership role  

B) liaison role  
C) monitor role  
D) figurehead role  
E) spokesperson role  

36. According to Mintzberg, one of management’s interpersonal roles is .  
A) spokesperson 

  B) leader  
C) negotiator  
D) monitor  
E) devil’s advocate  

37. According to Mint berg, when a manager searches the organization and its environment for opportunities and 
initiates projects to bring about change, the manager is acting in which role?  

A) negotiator  
B) entrepreneur  
C) monitor  
D) resource allocator  
E) reflective analyst  

38. Robert Katz identified three essential skills that managers need to have in order to reach their goals. What are these 
skills?  
  A) technical, decisional and interpersonal  

B) technical, human, and conceptual  
C) interpersonal, informational and decisional  
D) conceptual, communication and networking  
E) human, informational and communication  

39. A manager is valued by her colleagues for her ability to perform effective break-even analysis on upcoming ventures. 
In this case, her colleagues value her for competencies that fall within which of Katz‟s essential management skills 
categories?  
  A) technical  

B) communication  
C) human  
D) conceptual  
E) education  

40. According to Katz, technical skills encompass the ability to .  
A) analyze and diagnose complex situations  
B) exchange information and control complex situations  
C) apply specialized knowledge or expertise  
D) initiate and oversee complex projects  
E) communicate effectively with others  

41. Which one of the following would not be considered a human skill in Katz‟s structure?  
  A) decision making.  

B) communicating  
C) resolving conflicts  
D) working as part of a team  
E) listening to others 

42. According to Katz, when managers have the mental ability to analyze and diagnose complex situations, they possess 
skills.  

A) technical  
B) leadership  
C) problem-solving  



D) conceptual  
E) reactive  

43. According to Fred Luthans and his associates, which of the following is considered a part of traditional management?  
A) disciplining  
B) decision making  
C) exchanging routine information  
D) acquiring resources  
E) investing  

44. Which of Luthans‟ managerial activities involves socializing, politicking, and interacting with outsiders?  
A) traditional management  
B) communicating  
C) human resource management  
D) networking  
E) investing  

45. How does Luthans define a manager‟s success?  
A) by the quantity and quality of their performance  
B) by the satisfaction and commitment of their employees  
C) by the rate and quantity of pay raises  
D) by the speed of their promotion  
E) by their scores on a 360-degree feedback analysis  

46. According to Luthans‟ research, successful managers spent more of their time on than on any other activity.  
A) traditional management  
B) human resource management  
C) networking  
D) communicating  
E) hiring and firing  

47. While the Functions, Roles, Skills, and Activities approaches to management all differ, they all recognize that 
effective and successful managers must develop which of the following?  

A) people skills  
B) technical skills  
C) efficiency  
D) entrepreneurialism 
E) ability to network  

48. An OB study would be least likely to be used to focus on which of the following problems?  
A) an increase in absenteeism at a certain company  
B) a fall in productivity in one shift of a manufacturing plant  
C) a decrease in sales due to growing foreign competition  
D) an increase in theft by employees at a retail store  
E) excessive turnover in volunteer workers at a non-profit organization  

49. If a person responds the same way over time, attribution theory states that the behavior shows.  
A) distinctiveness  
B) consensus  
C) consistency  
D) continuity  
E) stability  

50. Janice is late for work each day by about ten minutes. How would attribution theory describe this behavior?  
A) It shows consensus.  
B) It shows similarity.  
C) It shows reliability.  
D) It shows consistency.  
E) It shows distinctiveness. 
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1. One reason why an auditor uses analytical procedures that focus on the client’s operations is to identify  
a) Improper separation of accounting and other financial duties  
b) Weakness of material nature in the system of internal accounting transactions 

  c) Unusual transactions  
d) Non compliance with prescribed control procedures 

2. An auditor ordinarily examines invoice from lawyers primarily in order to  
a) Substantiate accruals  
b) Assess the legal ramifications of litigation in progress 

  c) Estimate the amount of contingent liabilities  
d) Identify possible unasserted litigation claims, and assessments 

3. Which of the following internal control is most likely to reduce control risk for the existence or occurrence assertion 
for sales transaction 
  a) All sales invoices are traced to supporting shipping documents  

b) The credit department must authorize all credit sales of more than Rs. 10,000  
c) Pre-numbered remittance invoices are prepared of cash received through the mail  
d) All shipping documents are traced to supporting sales invoices 

4. How does the extent of substantive tests required to constitute sufficient evidential matter vary with the auditor’s 
assessed level of control risk  

a) Randomly  
b) Disproportionately 

  c) Directly  
d) Inversely 

5. Which of the following set of duties would ordinarily be considered incompatible with good internal control if 
performed by the same individual  

a) Preparation of monthly statements to customers and maintenance of the accounts receivable subsidiary  
ledger  
b) Posting to the general ledger and approval of additions and terminations relating to the payroll  
c) Custody of unclaimed signed cheques and maintenance of expense subsidiary ledgers 

  d) Collection of receipts account and maintaining accounts receivable records 
6. A major responsibility of internal auditor is to  

a) Install sound accounting, financial and operating controls at reasonable cost 
  b) Ascertain the extent of entity compliance with established policies, plans and procedures  

c) Account for the entity’s assets and safeguard them from losses  
d) Develop reliable management data  
e) All of  the above 

7. The independence of the internal auditing department most likely will be assured if it reports to the  
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  a) President  
b) Controller  
c) Treasurer 
d) Audit committee of the BOD  
e) Vice president of Finance 

8. Each of the following might in itself from a valid basis for ana auditor to decide to omit a test, except the  
a) Relative risk involved 

  b) Relationship between the cost of obtaining evidence and its usefulness  
c) Difficulty and expense in testing a particular item  
d) Degree of control risk assessed 

9. Which of the following procedure most likely would not be included in a review engagement of a company 
  a) Considering whether the financial statements confirm with GAAP  

b) Inquiring about subsequent events  
c) Obtaining a management representation letter 

  d) Assessing control risk 
10. Which of the following procedures is ordinarily performed by a Chartered Accountant in a compilation engagement 
of a company  

a) Obtaining written representation from management indicating that the compiled financial statement will not  
be used to obtain credit  
b) Applying analytical procedures designed to corroborate management’s assertions that are embodied in the   
financial statement components 

  c) Reading the financial statements to consider whether they are free of obvious mistakes in the application of   
accounting principles 

  d) Making inquiries of management concerning actions taken at meetings of the stakeholders and BOD 
11. After preliminary audit arrangements have been made an engagement letter should be sent to the client This letter 
usually would not include which of the following?  

a) A reference to the auditor’s responsibility for the detection of errors and fraud  
b) An estimate of the time to be spent on the audit work by the audit staff and management 

  c) A statement that consulting services would be made available on request  
d) A statement that a management letter will be issued outlining comments and suggestions to any procedures   
 requiring the client’s attention 

12. Which of the following would auditor ordinarily perform during his or her revies after balance sheet date events?  
a) Analyze related party transactions to discover possible irregularities 
b) Investigate control weakness previously reported to management 

  c) Inquire about the entity’s solicitor concerning litigation  
d) Review the bank statements for the period after the year end 

13. Which of the following ordinarily designed to detect possible material errors in the financial statements  
a) Test of controls 

  b) Analytical procedures  
c) Computer controls  
d) Post audit working paper review 

14. Significant unexpected fluctuations identified by analytical procedures will usually necessitate 
  a) Consistency related modification of the standard report  

b) Assessment of control risk  
c) Explanation in the representation letter 

  d) Auditor’s investigation 
15. When work is carried on by all the joint auditors jointly, each joint auditor is  

a) Responsible for the work which he actually carried on 
  b) Severally and jointly liable  

c) Jointly liable  
d) Severally liable 

16. __________ is a systematic examination of the books and records or a business. 
  a) Auditing.  



b) Vouching.  
c) Verification.  
d) Checking. 

17. Which of the following are not objectives of auditing?  
a) Ascertain the profit and preparation of P/L Account, Balance sheet.  
b) Detection and prevention of frauds and errors.  
c) Give a true and fair view of financial amount. 

  d) To submits the accounts to Government 
18. Which of the following is not a kind of audit?  

a) Statutory and private audit.  
b) Government and continuous audit.  
c) Continuous, final, Interim, Cash, Cost and Management audit. 

  d) None of these. 
19. An audit which is compulsory by the law  

a) Government audit.  
b) Internal audit.  
c) Cost audit. 

  d) Statutory audit. 
20. Instruction of audit issued by controller and auditor general of Pakistan  

a) Statutory audit.  
b) Final audit.  
c) Management audit. 

  d) Government audit. 
21. Audit done by the employees of the business undertaking is called  

a) Final audit. 
  b) Management audit.  

c) Government audit.  
d) Government audit. 

22. This kind of audit is conducted generally between two annual audit  
a) Internal audit. 

  b) Interim audit.  
c) Final audit.  
d) Continuous audit. 

23. Management audit otherwise called as  
a) Final audit. 

  b) Efficiency audit.  
c) Cost audit.  
d) Cash audit. 

24. Before the work of audit is commenced, the auditor plans out the whole of audit work is called  
a) Audit plan.  
b) Audit note.  
c) Audit program. 

  d) Audit program. 
25. A number of checks and controls exercised in a business to ensure its efficient working is known as  

a) Internal check.   
b) Internal control.  
c) Internal audit.  
d) Interim check.   

26. During audit of the financial statements, the auditors are concerned with the verification and determination of 
which one of the following items? 
  a) Statements, accuracy, and feasibility 
  b) Date, accuracy, and reliability 
  c) Policies, value, and reliability 



  d) Cycle, policies, and reliability 
27. Which one of the following authorities shall fix the remuneration of the auditors, if auditors are appointed by the 
SECP? (Companies Ordinance, 1984)? 
  a) Directors 
  b) Shareholders 
  c) Company registrar 
  d) SECP 
28. The phrase (Scope of an Audit) refers to which one of the followings? 
  a) Engagement letters 
  b) Audit procedures 
  c) Audit evidence 
  d) Reasonable assurance 
29. Following statements are true about the legal requirements of books accounts for the companies EXCEPT: 
(Companies Ordinance, 1984) 
  a) Books of accounts should be preserved for 10 years 
  b) Books of accounts are to be kept at the registered office of the company 
  c) Directors can review the books of account during the business hours 
  d) If a company fails to maintain books of accounts according, it may leads to demolish the entity 
30. The factors that affect reasonable assurance include all of the following EXCEP: 
  a) Use of testing (Sampling) 
  b) Interest limitations of accounting and internal control 
  c) Remuneration of the auditor 
  d) Persuasive nature of audit evidence 
31. A well designed Internal Control Questionnaire (ICQ) should incorporate the following EXCEPT: 
  a) Be a sufficient source of data for the evaluation of internal controls 
  b) Identity the internal control system's strengths and weaknesses 
  c) Be organized by individual functional organizations 
  d) Should include simple yes or no responses but no narrative responses 
32. Which one of the following is FALSE about Internal Control Evaluation Checklists (ICEC)? 
  a) ICEC is developed to overcome the shortcomings of Internal Control Questionnaire 
  b) The rules of constructing ICEC is different than construction of Internal Control Questionnaire 
  c) It is designed to determine, whether desirable internal controls are present 
  d) It is normally employed where system's information has already been recorded 
33. An auditor's flow chart of an entity's information system is a diagrammatic representation. It depicts what kind of 
information? 
  a) Program for tests of control 
  b) Understanding of the system 
  c) Understanding of the types of irregularity that are probable given by the present system 
  d) Documentation of the study and evaluation of the system 
34. Which one of the following is NOT a factor included in the control environment of an entity? 
  a) Integrity and ethical values 
  b) Risk assessment 
  c) Commitment to competence 
  d) Organization structure 
35. The audit which is a review of any part of an entity's operating procedures and methods is known as 
  a) Financial statement audits 
  b) Operational audits 
  c) Technical Audits 
  d) Compliance audits 
36. While considering internal control system of an entity, the auditor is basically 
concerned that the system provides reasonable assurance about which one of the 
following? 
a) That the management cannot override the system 



  b) Operational efficiency has been achieved according to management plans 
  c) Errors have been prevented or detected 
  d) Controls have not been circumvented by collusion 
37. Which one of the following is the source document for staff salaries? 
  a) Approved payrolls 
  b) Vouchers 
  c) Accounting statements 
  d) Cash memos 
38. Analytical procedures used in planning an audit should focus on identifying which one of the followings? 
  a) Areas that may represent specific risks relevant to the audit 
  b) Material weaknesses in the internal control structure 
  c) The predictability of financial data form individual transactions 
  d) The various assertions that are embodied in the financial report 
39. Which one of the following meetings is considered as a 'meeting of directors or management? 
  a) General meeting 
  b) Extra ordinary general meeting 
  c) Board meeting 
  d) Management meeting 
40. For better assessing the audit risk, auditor inquires different groups in the organizations 
EXCEPT: 
  a) Board of governance and top level management 
  b) Legal counsel 
  c) Middle level management  
  d) Stakeholders 
41. Internal sources of audit evidence for an entity includes the following EXCEPT: 
  a) Associated companies of the entity 
  b) Accounting systems, records and documents 
  c) Non-financial data and records 
  d) Management representation and discussion 
42. Which of the following is the least concern to an auditor regarding the client’s internal 
control system? 
  a) Efficiency and effectiveness of operations 
  b) Controls related to the reliability of financial reporting 
  c) Controls over classes of transactions 
  d) Auditors are equally concern with each of the given issues 
43. During test of control procedure its design can easily tested with the help of: 
  a) ICQs and walk through tests 
  b) ICQs and judgment sample 
  c) ICQs and random sample 
  d) ICQS and ICEC 
44. Which of the following is TRUE? 
  a) The audit profession is unregulated  
  b) The audit profession is regulated by its own professional body 
  c) Outside bodies sometimes become involved in the regulation of audit profession 
  d) The audit profession is regulated only by the government 
45. The small audit firms provide the following services EXCEPT: 
  a) Liquidation and receivership work, fraud auditing 
  b) Financial management and system consultancy  
  c) Financial system planning and preparation 
  d) Tax management and statutory form filling 
46. Which of the following is not included in the category of cash? 
  a) Deposit with banks  



  b) Checks 
  c) Postdated checks  
  d) Money orders 
47. For measuring the quality of audit evidence auditors used the tool of appropriateness; in case if auditor wants to 
measure quantity of audit evidence which tools from the following should be adopted?  
  a) Relevance  
  b) Reliability 
  c) Sufficiency  
  d) Effectiveness 
48. When the cash sales should be recorded by the companies in order to achieve control objectives?  
  a) Record the cash sales when purchase order is received from the customer 
  b) Record the cash sales at the point they are made 
  c) Record the cash sales after some period  
  d) Record the cash sales weekly 
49. Auditors conduct auditing in accordance with :  
  a) International Financial Reporting Standards  
  b) Local pronouncements/Legislations  
  c) Financial Accounting Standards Board 
  d) All of the given option 
50. Which of the following primary assertions is satisfied when an auditor ensures that there are 
no unrecorded assets, liabilities, transactions or events or undisclosed items in the client s 
financial records? 
  a) Valuation 
  b) Completeness 
  c) Existence 
  d) Rights and obligation 
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1. Which component is a credit-management feature typically included? 
  A. Accounting and finance components  
  B. Production and managerial management components  
  C. Human resource components  
  D. Production and materials management components  
2. Which component can help an organization determine such things as the identification of individuals who are likely to 
leave the company unless additional compensation or benefits are provided?  
  A. Accounting and finance components  
  B. Production and managerial management components 
  C. Human resource components  
  D. Production and materials management components  
3. Which of the following is an extended ERP components?  
  A. Business intelligence  
  B. E-business 
  C. Customer relationship management 
  D. None of the above  
4. Which extended ERP component collects information used throughout an organization, organizes it, and applies 
analytical tools to assist managers with decisions? 
  A. Business intelligence  
  B. E-business  
  C. Customer relationship management  
  D. Supply chain management  
5. What are two of the primary features of e-business components?  
  A. E-procurement  
  B. E-logistics 
  C. All of the above  
  D. None of the above  
 6. Which channels do ERP vendors need to build for access into the ERP systems?  
  A. One channel for customers (B2B)  
  B. One channel for suppliers  
  C. One channel for partners 
  D. All of the above  
7. According to Meta Group, what is the average time it takes for the average company to see  results from an ERP 
solution? 

A. 6 to 12 months 
  B. 8 to 18 months  
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C. 6 to 16 months  
D. Impossible to determine  

8. According to Meta Group, what is the average savings from a successful ERP implementation?  
  A. $500,000 
  B. $1.6 million  
  C. $5 million  
   D. Impossible to determine  
9. Which of the following is a primary risk associated with an ERP implementation?  
  A. Quality  
  B. Lost information 
  C. Cost  
  D. Employee turnover  
 10. Which of the following is a common ERP benefit?  
  A. Integrate financial information  
  B. Standardize and speed up manufacturing processes  
  C. Reduce inventory 
  D. All of the above  
11. Which of the following is not a common ERP benefit?  
  A. Standardize manufacturing processes  
  B. Speed up manufacturing processes  
  C. Standardize human resource information 
  D. Speed up human resources  
12. Which of the following is an associated ERP cost?  
  A. Purchasing the software  
  B. Hiring external experts to help implement the system correctly  
  C. Redefining processes 
  D. All of the above  
13. Which of the following is not an associated ERP cost?  
  A. Customization  
  B. Integration and testing 
  C. Reduce inventory  
  D. Data conversion  
14. Which of the following is not one of the three biggest vendors in the ERP market?  
  A. SAP  
  B. Oracle  
  C. PeopleSoft 
  D. Microsoft  
15. What does an ERP vendors future success depend on?  
  A. Its ability to incorporate Internet, e-business, and wireless technology 
  B. Its ability to incorporate Internet, interface, and wireless technology  
  C. Its ability to incorporate Interface, e-business, and wireless technology  
  D. None of the above  
16. What is the single most important force reshaping the architecture and functionality of ERP systems? 
  A. Internet  
  B. Interface  
  C. Wireless technology  
  D. E-business  
17. Which of the following is not an example of a business process?  
  A. designing a new product  

B. hiring an employee  
C. purchasing services 

  D. testing software 



 
18. Which of the following is not a principle that should guide business process reengineering?  

A. capture data at each source 
  B. fully redocument legacy processes  

C. organize around outcomes  
D. put decision point where work is performed  

19. Business process reengineering has no start or end—it is an evolutionary process. 
  A. True  
  B. False  
20. Business process reengineering is just another silver bullet fad with no real benefits to anyone.  
  A. True 
  B. False  
21. How much of software maintenance work involves fixing errors? 
  A. 20 percent  
  B. 40 percent  
  C. 60 percent  
  D. 80 percent  
22. _________ handling and sharing has become a vital process for efficient and effective working of any organization. 

A. Material  
B. Resource 

  C. Information  
D. Database  

23. ________ became the fundamental concept of production management and control.  
  A. BOM 
  B. MRP  
  C. ERP  
  D. MRP II  
24. In the _________, ERP packages were targeted at the manufacturing industry.  
  A. 1970’s 
  B. 1990's  
  C. 1980’s  
  D. 1960’s  
25. The _________ should plan well and execute perfectly the implementation of ERP.  
  A. Organization 
  B. System developers  

C. Vendors  
D. Top Management 

26. Which is one of the most critical steps in the ERP implementation?  
 A. Creation of Organizational Model 

  B. Creation of Integrated Data Model  
C. Creation of Business Model  
D. Creation of Data Model   

27.Which of the following describes an ERP system?  
  A. ERP systems provide a foundation for collaboration between departments  
  B. ERP systems enable people in different business areas to communicate  
  C. ERP systems have been widely adopted in large organizations to store critical knowledge used to make the  

     decisions that drive the organization's performance 
  D. All of the above  
28.What is at the heart of any ERP system?  
  A. Information  
  B. Employees  
  C. Customers 
  D. Database  



29.What must a system do to qualify as a true ERP solution? 
  A. Be flexible  
  B. Be modular and closed  
  C. Extend within the company  
  D. All of the above  
30.Which of the following is a reason for ERPs explosive growth?  
  A. ERP is a logical solution to the mess of incompatible applications  
  B. ERP addresses the need for global information sharing and reporting  
  C. ERP is used to avoid the pain and expense of fixing legacy systems 
  D. All of the above  
31.Which of the following occurs when everyone involved in sourcing, producing, and delivering the company's product 
works with the same information?  
  A. Eliminates redundancies  
  B. Cuts down wasted time  
  C. Removes misinformation 
  D. All of the above  
32.What are several different types of software, which sit in the middle of and provide connectivity between two or 
more software applications? 
   A. Middleware  
  B. Enterprise application integration middleware 
  C. Automated business process  
  D. e-business infrastructure  
33.What represents a new approach to middleware by packaging together commonly used functionality, such as 
providing prebuilt links to popular enterprise applications, which reduces the time necessary to develop solutions that 
integrate applications from multiple vendors?  
  A. Middleware 
  B. Enterprise application integration middleware  
  C. Automated business process  
  D. e-business infrastructure  
34.Who are the primary users of SCM systems?  
  A. Sales, marketing, customer service  
  B. Accounting, finance, logistics, and production 
  C. Customers, resellers, partners, suppliers, and distributors  
  D. All of the above  
35.What are the primary business benefits of an ERP system?  
  A. Sales forecasts, sales strategies, and marketing campaigns  
  B. Market demand, resource and capacity constraints, and real-time scheduling 
  C. Forecasting, planning, purchasing, material management, warehousing, 
  inventory, and distribution  
  D. All of the above  
36. Who are the primary users of ERP systems?  
  A. Sales, marketing, customer service 
  B. Accounting, finance, logistics, and production  
  C. Customers, resellers, partners, suppliers, and distributors  
  D. All of the above  
38. Which of the following stock types can be counted through Physical Inventory procedure?  

A. Unrestricted use stock.  
B. Block stock.  
C. Quality Inspection stock.  
D. Vendor consignment stock. 

  E. All of Above  
39. Which of the following can possibly influence the valuation price of a moving average priced material?  
  A. Goods receipt for a purchase order.  



  B. Goods Issue to a cost centre.  
  C. Invoice verification against a purchase order.  

D. Stock transfer between two storage locations in the same plant.  
E. Both A and C 

40. In the SAP system a user can operate in the following hierarchies.  
A. Service level.  
B. Application level.  
C. Month.  
D. Total stock value.  
E. Both C and D  

41. Your planning department is using a Forecast Model for materials planning. It has been established that while 
demand for the particular material is projected to increase steadily as market share is increased, the fluctuating tourist 
demand will affect the overall requirements. Which forecast model will best address this requirement?  
  A. The Constant model.  
  B. The Constant trend model. 
  C. The Seasonal trend model.  
  D. The Fluctuating trend model.  
  E. The Seasonal model.  
42. In the SAP system, the reference document used in the purchasing cycle is the:  
  A. Purchase requisition.  
  B. Info record.  
  C. Source list. 
  D. Purchase Order.  
  E. None of the above.  
43. What purpose does invoice verification serve in materials management?  
  A. It allows invoice that do not originate in materials procurement to be processed. 
  B. Completes the materials procurement process  
  C. Handles the payment  
  D. Allows credit memos to be processed  
  E. Handles the analyses of invoices.  
44. What are the tasks of invoice verification?  
  A. Entering invoices and credit memos received.  
  B. Checking the accuracy of invoices  
  C. Executing the account posting resulting from invoice  
  D. Checking invoices that were blocked.  
  E. All of above  
45. What is the process of invoice verification? 
  A. Purchase order, service or GR referenced for incoming invoice.  
  B. Invoice items suggested by the system against referenced document  
  C. Corresponding automatic account postings carried out.    
  D. Payment proposal list for vendor generated.  
46. From where does the system pick the default quantity of an item when you post invoice receipt? 
  A. Invoice  
  B. Purchase order 
  C. Purchase order history  
  D. System settings  
  E. Vendor master  
47. During invoice verification the system picks the rate at which tax is calculated from the vendor master record.  
  A. TRUE  
  B. FALSE  
48. Demand for a given item is said to be dependent if  
  A. the item has several children  
  B. there is a deep bill of materials   



  C. the finished products are mostly services (rather than goods) 
  D. there is a clearly identifiable parent  
49. Dependent demand and independent demand items differ in that  

A. for any product, all components are dependent-demand items  
  B. the need for independent-demand items is forecasted  

C. the need for dependent-demand items is calculated 
  D. all of the above are true  
50. A master production schedule specifies  
  A. the financial resources required for production  
  B. what component is to be made, and when 
  C. what product is to be made, and when  
  D. the labor hours required for production  
  
 


